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This dissertation purposes to answer the question of 

whether or not the verb system of Black English in Dallas has 

the same features as those that characterize Black English in 

other sections of the country. 

Specifically, it describes in detail the use of the verb 

be within the speech of blacks in the Dallas metropolitan 

area and accounts for these usages formally within the frame-

work of a transformational-generative grammar of the type 

proposed by Noam Chomsky. 

Three different techniques of data-gathering were em-

ployed. The most valuable source of information came from 

tape recordings of informal conversations among black chil-

dren, teenagers, college students, and more mature adults. 

A second method employed was the field-worker information 

interview of the traditional kind. Both these informants and 

the adult informants above filled out a background question-

naire with items such as age, education, occupation, length 

of residence, and occupation and education of parents„ 

Finally, a number of pseudo-tests, designed to elicit specific 

usages, were administered in the classroom. Forty elementary 

students, ranging in age from six to fourteen, were randomly 

selected for the study. 



The dissertation is organized into six chapters. The 

first introduces the problem and describes the informants 

and the methods of obtaining the data. The second chapter 

describes the occurrence of b£ in Standard English within 

the framework of a transformational-generative grammar,, 

Chapter III reviews the literature describing occurrence of 

the copula in Black English reported by investigators in 

other areas and discusses the major competing theories which 

have been offered to account for the observations. The next 

two chapters give a resume of the data collected in this 

study, with Chapter IV treating the syntactical data and 

Chapter V, the phonological findings0 The final chapter 

presents the conclusions of the study and attempts to account 

for the differences between the verbal system of Standard 

English and Black English within the theoretical framework 

of transformational-generative grammar. 

The data reveal that both syntactical and phonological 

differences exist between the grammar of Standard English 

and that of Dallas Black English. Many of these differences 

are shared by non-standard white speakers as well, whereas 

others are restricted specifically to Black English. The 

data of this study for the most part corroborate findings 

about Black English in other sections of the country. To 

account for the use of uninflected or suffix-less be_, the 

study assumes that the grammar of English contains a 



subcategorization rule which offers the following choices 

for modals: 

+M 

+can 
(+habit) 
+may 
+must 
+shall 
+will 

The modal habit (habitual) is an option. Since the auxiliary 

is formally marked +M, the auxiliary incorporation rule is 

blocked; since it would be marked -affix, affixal features 

would not be shifted into the main verb following. This ap-

proach provides two explanations for two features: uninflected 

be_ and lack of Z_ suffix on present-tense verbs. 

Another difference between the dialects is occurrence of 

do + b£ in non-imperative sentences. Data indicate that do in 

Dallas Black English functions as a modal auxiliary. 

This concept of the structure of the auxiliary segment in 

Black English, which is novel in the literature, must be 

viewed as highly tentative since great uncertainty exists 

within TG grammar about precisely how to represent deep struc-

tures. This scheme seems to offer a viable and insightful way 

of explaining a wide variety of surface phenomena, yet its ac-

ceptance must await verification through more detailed study 

of the matter than the scope of this dissertation permits. 
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PREFACE 

This dissertation culminates several years' interest in 

Black English. I first became aware of Black English while 

completing a year's post-master's work at East Texas State 

University. In the spring of 1968 I enrolled in a course in 

dialectology under Dr. Fred Tarpley. My interest was further 

kindled when I attended the CCCC convention in Minneapolis 

that April and heard Lee Pederson and Juanita Williamson give 

their adamant views on "Negro dialect." One year later I 

"began work in earnest while enrolled in The Grammar of Non-

Standard Dialects under Dr. Silas Griggs at North Texas State 

University, I made an initial survey of the literature, con-

ducted preliminary interviews, and collected tape recordings 

for analysis. In the summer and fall of 1971 I collected the 

greatest part of my data, venturing into the "ghetto" section 

of Dallas accompanied by a former black student and visiting 

in black elementary schools and in homes of black friends. I 

also interviewed college students on my own campus (Mountain 

View College) and others from area schools. 

Only because of the cooperation and good will of a great 

many people was I able to collect the needed data and thereby 

complete the study. Earl Harrison, my former student, helped 

greatly by opening doors in the ghetto that I could not have 

opened alone. I can never repay Dr. Richmond Calvin, my 

iv 



friend and colleague, and his wife Virginia, who assisted 

me by opening their home to friends and setting a relaxed 

atmosphere for recording conversations, A principal of an 

elementary school in Dallas, who chooses to remain anonymous, 

graciously afforded me ample opportunities for testing and 

for interviewing of school children. James (Bud) Jones, 

Dallas lawyer, invited me to his law office to pose as his 

secretary when some of his black clients reported their 

accidents. 

My warmest regards go to those who unwittingly served 

as informants, those blacks who shared with me their inner-

most thoughts and feelings, the speakers of Black English 

in the Dallas metropolitan area. I concur with Labov ("The 

Logic of Non-standard English" and "Academic Ignorance and 

Black Intelligence") in feeling that they have more to say 

and say it better and more clearly than the mainstream of 

educated middle-class America. 

N. N. J. 

Denton, Texas 

August, 1972 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

When social and political pressures in the Sixties 

forced educators to begin to prepare curriculum materials 

specifically tailored for ghetto school children, they 

found themselves hampered by a serious lack of sound infor-

mation about the linguistic structure of the speech of these 

pupils, especially speakers of so-called Black English. Al-

though differences between Black English and other dialects 

have long been recognized, published accounts of these dif-

ferences have tended to be impressionistic and fragmentary. 

To fill this vacuum of knowledge, linguistic scholars under-

took a number of detailed studies in various parts of the 

country, notably in Chicago, Detroit, Memphis, New York, 

San Francisco, and Washington. In Texas a limited amount 

of field work has been carried out, but it has been gener-

ally exploratory; no scientific study of Black English in 

Texas has yet been published. 

Although serious study of Black English is thus quite 

recent, claims about the structure of the dialect have 

differed greatly, and controversies, both factual and theo-

retical, have already arisen. For example, there is the 

question of whether the language of the Negro is sufficiently 



different from other language groups to warrant being called 

"Negro dialect." Some scholars reject the idea that any 

such phenomenon as Black English exists, insisting rather 

that the speech of Black Americans is merely that of Southern 

whites. Proponents of this theory include, among others, 

Juanita Williamson, Raven I. McDavid, and Hans Kurath. 

In Juanita Williamson's study concerning the speech of 

Negroes in Memphis, Tennessee, she finds no speech features 

used by her informants that were not used by Atwood's white 

informants of the Eastern United States. She dismisses the 

idea of a Negro dialect entirely: 

The speech of the Negro is not a 'distinct entity' 
and does not differ materially from that of whites 
of the same economic and educational level of the 
area in which he has lived the greater part of his 
life (1961:1). 

In an article (1970) comparing a description of the speech 

of Negroes with that of whites, she again concludes that 

selected features of black speech are shared by Southern 

whites and that most Negroes have Southern white speech 

patterns. She holds that blacks in the North have regional 

Southern speech characteristics because most of them mi-

grated to the North from the South. In her study Professor 

Williamson compares the dialects of two literary works, one 

written by a Southern white (Paul Valentine's "Look Out 

Liberals: Wallace Power Gonna Get You") and the other 

written by a black (Warren Miller's The Cool World). 



W. Edward Farrison (1969) also refuses to acknowledge 

the existence of a black dialect. He calls the "notion that 

there is such an entity as Negro dialect" a misconception 

and a myth (190). He further declares: 

The differences between the vocabulary and the 
grammar of this dialect and those of general 
American English have long been much more imaginary 
than real (190). 

Farrison maintains that many of the words, locutions, and 

grammar said to be characteristic of Negro dialect have been 

current at one time or another in some section of the United 

States. 

In adopting this position, Williamson and Parrison are 

merely following a tradition established more than twenty 

years ago by noted pioneers in American dialectology. For 

example, in 191̂-9 Hans Kurath had denied the existence of a 

black dialect, considering the speech of Negroes to differ 

little from that of the whites of their area: 

By and large the Southern Negro speaks the language 
of the white man of his locality or area and of his 
education. . . (1914-9:6). 

Two years later, Raven I. and Virginia McDavid (19f?l) con-

curred with Kurath after their investigation of the speech 

of blacks: 

First, the overwhelming bulk of the material of 
American Negro speech-~in vocabulary as well as in 
grammar and phonology--is, as one would expect, 



borrowed from the speech of the white groups with 
which Negroes come in contact (26). 

They explained that the black people of a community simply 

speak the local variety of Standard English. 

Other eminent linguists, however, have maintained more 

recently that Black English is a linguistically definable 

subset of English, systematically different from other dia-

lects. Subscribing to this theory are William Stewart, 

William Labov, J. L. Dillard, and Ralph Pasold, who have 

published evidence to support their views. Stewart (1967) 

asserts that present-day Negro dialect is different because 

it has resulted from "decreolization" (1968:ij.5>6), a merging 

of an original Creole variety with other dialects. 

Commenting on many black children's educational diffi-

culties in the white system, Roger D. Abrahams—a specialist 

in contemporary black culture—notes: 

In regard to the supposed substandard language of 
lower-class Negroes, school investigators are just 
beginning to recognize that Negro speech is a lan-
guage system unto itself which differs from 'standard' 
English in everything but vocabulary (1969:11). 

Stephen S. and Joan C. Baratz underscore this difficulty 

associated with learning in their comments upon the language: 

Evidence has been accumulating that the Negro ghetto 
child has a different language system, (call it Negro 
non-standard dialect) which is a part of his culture 
and which interferes with his learning to read (1969: 
13). 



They maintain that Negro dialect has only a superficial 

similarity to Standard English, which clearly causes reading 

difficulties for Negro children, 

Ralph W. Fasold (1969) explains that most of the grammar 

and pronunciation features of Black dialect appear in Standard 

English, and other features are found in white non-standard 

dialects. He observes, however, that a few unique features 

"appear exclusively in the Negro non-standard dialect" (763). 

Linguists such as Beryl Bailey and Marvin D. Loflin 

maintain that the differences are great enough to posit a 

different deep structure for Black English and white English. 

The resolution of this controversy obviously depends upon the 

publication of scientifically accurate descriptions of Black 

English as spoken in all parts of the nation. Part of the 

evidence which will permit a final resolution of this question 

will be provided by this dissertation. 

Another controversial issue in Black English linguistics 

concerns the status of the verb be. Relevant data here in-

clude not only "be-less" sentences, such as (1) and (2) 

below, but also sentences with uninflected be_, as (3) (£): 

(1) My brother strong. 

(2) Joe there right now. 

(3) Joe be there all the time. 

(i|.) Joe be here pretty soon now. 

(f>) Joe be mad if he knew that. 



Published accounts of these phenomena by such linguists as 

Bailey, Stewart, Dillard, and Pasold are both contradictory 

and partial. 

Concerning the absence of copula (i.e., "be-less con-

structions), Bailey (196f?) explains the phenomenon as re-

sulting from a deep structural relationship between Jamaican 

Creole and Black English. Whereas Standard English requires 

some form of be_ in non-verbal predications, Black English, 

she notes, uses predicates without any copula, similar to 

Jamaican Creole. The latter has a more complicated system 

than Black English, but Bailey explains that the systems did 

not develop identically. Thus, even though the grammatical 

systems are not identical, she sees a closer relationship 

between Jamaican Creole and Black English than between Stand-

ard English and Black English. 

Loflin (1971) also claims a different deep structure 

for Black English, by observing that no Perfect aspect exists 

comparable to the one posited for Standard or General American 

English. He also introduces a case for assuming an "A-Temporal 

tense category" for be_ (I1J4.O) • 

Other linguists such as Labov (1969) embrace a phono-

logical explanation to account for the phenomenon, believing 

that the "be-less" constructions result from contraction and 

deletion rules, whereby brother's strong and Joe's there 

right now would, after deletion, yield 



(6) My brother strong. 

(7) Joe there right now. 

The modal-deletion theory or will/would hypothesis is another 

possible answer to the use of be_ in Black English. Fasold 

(1969) accepts this theory, as do several other linguistic 

scholars. 

Finally, other linguists believe that all the uses of 

be_ cannot be accounted for phonologic ally, insisting that 

aspect is more important than tense in Black English and that 

be has a continuative aspect, or habitual meaning, a function 

totally unknown to Standard English be. Fasold, Wolfram, and 

Loflin are proponents of this theory. 

According to Stewart (1967 , information about the 

grammatical systems of non-standard dialects is still lacking, 

and the technical knowledge on which curriculum materials 

for the disadvantaged must be based will not be adequate 

until linguists can give detailed descriptions of the verb 

systems. The purpose of this dissertation is to describe in 

detail the use of the verb bê  within the speech of blacks in 

the Dallas metropolitan area and to account for these usages 

formally within the framework of a transformational-generative 

grammar of the type proposed by Chomsky. 

Data for the study include tape recordings of informal 

conversations of black children, teenagers, college students, 

and more mature adults, and. interviews of the traditional 
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field worker-informant type. Interviews were conducted in 

the homes and also in the classroom situation. Some of the 

data are transcribed in Appendices A and B and are referred 

to throughout the study. Adult informants filled out a back-

ground questionnaire with items such as age, education, 

occupation, length of residence, and occupation and education 

of parents. Some of the data obtained are given in Appendix 

C, and Appendix D contains a sample questionnaire. 

In studying language varieties, dialectologists operate 

on the principle that the investigator must observe the use 

of the dialect in its normal social setting. One difficulty 

in field work in Black English, which many investigators have 

commented on, is the uneasy, uncomfortable position of the 

white field worker asking questions of blacks in the black 

community. Residents are often suspicious of and sometimes 

hostile toward the investigator. Since I am white, this 

problem was unavoidable. In fact, I can testify from personal 

experience that the feelings of suspicion and hostility are 

real* A normal reticence towards strangers, particularly 

whites, and a natural diffidence concerning one's speech 

also contribute to the field worker's problems of obtaining 

speech patterns that reflect normal usage. In interviewing 

for this study, efforts were continuously made to promote 

natural responses and to avoid eliciting guarded speech 

from the informants. 



One technique employed for this purpose was to suggest 

topics for conversation that would insure the informant's 

being so involved in the issue that he would forget himself 

in answering and would thereby reply naturally. This prac-

tice helped promote spontaneous discourse and elicited a 

wide variety of syntactic structures. Quirk and Svartvik 

(1966) believe that direct questioning is the "least reli-

able technique" and that "the informant's focus of attention 

should be systematically shifted away from the investigator's 

problem, as a necessary condition of achieving a controlled 

and natural (if not naive) reaction" (13)« This principle 

of investigation and acceptability was observed throughout 

the interviews. On the one occasion in which a colleague 

inadvertently revealed the reason for the interview, the 

informants became uneasy, reticent, and guarded. Spontaneous 

discourse was almost non-existent and the tape was deemed 

unacceptable for analysis. 

Interviewing tactics also included the questionable 

practice of the field worker and a companion posing in the 

Dallas "ghetto" section as a team from the Dallas Community 

Action Board, an organization whose purpose is to improve 

the plight of the Negro in Dallas. This ploy was used in 

an attempt to elicit honest or frank replies. Questions 

asked involved the satisfactory or unsatisfactory upkeep of 

Negro dwellings by white owners. On these occasions the 

black member of the team carried on the interviewing, feeling 
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that "blacks would speak more freely to another black about 

their grievances toward white landlords than they would to 

a white person. 

The data also include a recording of the impassioned 

dialogue of four male college students who had been involved 

two days before in a disturbing racial incident. They were 

eager to give their side of the story. A lawyer's office 

in Dallas where black plaintiffs met to report industrial 

accidents also yielded some candid remarks. A black profes-

sor, who is a counselor, cooperated in the study by inviting 

friends and neighbors, both children and adults, into his 

home for talk fests, which were recorded for analysis. 

A white principal of a predominantly black elementary 

school cooperated in the study by permitting class time to 

be used for testing purposes and by allowing groups of stu-

dents to be released from classes for interviewing sessions. 

Forty students, ranging in age from six to fourteen, were 

randomly selected for the study. In interviewing these 

school children, the number in each group was kept small 

(from three to six) to allow opportunity for maximum indi-

vidual response. Informal conversation, the result of 

animated interaction among the children, was recorded as 

the interviewer purposely delayed joining the group initially. 

Although the first few minutes of the actual interviews were 

stilted and unnatural, the informants, particularly the 

younger children, quickly lost their reserve as they replied 
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to questions about their favorite television programs and 

responded to invitations to relate specific broadcasts. 

Wolfram's Detroit Dialect Study Questionnaire was also used 

with the children. 

In the actual classroom situation, two different pseudo-

tests were administered, one similar to the type suggested 

by Pasold (1969:770) for evidence as to whether or not will 

and would underlie all instances of uninflected be_ (Sentences 

3—$ above). His suggestions were adapted for a fill-in-

the-blank test which would elicit information about both 

uninflected be_ sentences and be-less constructions (Sentences 

1—2). The sentence type expected was a short affirmative 

statement of the form I know + Pronoun + Auxiliary, as in (8) 

and (9) below: 

(8) He be here pretty soon, I know . 

(9) She here, I know she , 

For an example of this test, see Appendix E. Another test 

included sentences which contained the copula be and required 

the subjects to select adverbial markers such as right now, 

every day, or all the time, as in (10) and (11): 

(10) He studying right now. 
He studying all the time. 

(11) He be studying all the time. 
He be studying right now. 
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To turn attention away from sentences containing the adverbial 

markers coupled with be, fake sentences were also interspersed 

in the test, such as 

(12) He hurt her own toe. 
He hurt his own toe. 

An example of this test is given in Appendix P. 

In this present study, the terra Black English is used 

for the reasons given by Fasold in his study "Tense and the 

Form be_ in Black English": 

• • • because of current social and political issues, 
it is appropriate to assign a non-pejorative label 
to the dialect. We will use the term Black English, 
both to avoid the negative connotations of words like 
'sub-standard', 'dialect', and 'non-standard' and to 
take advantage of the current use of the term 'black' 
as a positive term of racial identity (1969:763). 

Maintaining the existence of an entity such as Black English 

does not imply any causative racial or biological factors. 

Clearly, the speech of an ethnic group has no relation what-

soever to physical or mental characteristics of the group: 

that is, there are no Negro speech forms which result from 

Negro physical characteristics; neither are there speech 

forms which result from "inferior" mental capacities, Negro 

dialect, or Black English, refers to that variety of speech 

used by a majority of black speakers in the United States, 

a variety recognizably different from that used by white 

speakers. The reasons for this difference are not pursued 

in this study, that is, whether or not the difference 
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results from the dialect's having a creole origin as sug-

gested by linguists such as William Stewart (19&7) and 

Lorenzo Turner (19ii-8), or whether the difference is simply 

a result of racial isolation. Dialectologists are aware 

that "isolation "breeds linguistic development different from 

that of the main "body of a speech community" (David 1969:93), 

and the "creole-origin" hypothesis has also been studied 

extensively as a reason for different speech patterns. How-

ever, that question is not a concern of this study. 

Since this study does concern the differences distin-

guishing the verb system in General American English and in 

Black English, it is appropriate to examine first the current 

treatment of be_ in English grammar. 



CHAPTER II 

THE STANDARD THEORY OP be 

This chapter describes the occurrence of be_ in General 

American English within the framework of a transformational-

generative grammar. However, a full account of be is impos-

sible without some attention to the total verbal system within 

which it plays a part. For this reason, considerable atten-

tion is paid to the structure of the auxiliary phrase in 

general*, The syntactic data to be accounted for are described 

first. Then a rudimentary transformational-generative (TG) 

grammar which accounts for these data is presented. Since 

such an approach has not gone unchallenged, however, the third 

section of the chapter discusses briefly some of the competing 

theories for handling the same observations. The rest of the 

chapter is devoted to phonology. First, a general descrip-

tion of regular verb inflection is presented, followed by a 

description of irregular verb inflection. The next section 

presents a survey of generative phonological rules. The final 

section of the chapter discusses certain problems in phonol-

ogy: auxiliary contraction and negative contraction 

Survey of the Syntactic Data 

First, notice the occurrence of be as "main verb." Sen-

tences (1)—(3) exemplify the principal types. 

1J+ 
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(1) John is tall (silly, irresponsible). 

(2) John is a man (the captain, a Methodist). 

(3) John is out (away, at the show, from Duluth). 

In all three cases, the structures which follow is. may be 

called, following Jesperson (1933:121].), predicatives. Early 

TG- grammars (e.g., Chomsky 1962:138, 196£:102; Lees 1966:6, 

13) accounted for such structures by including among the base 

rules constituent rules of the following kinds: 

(1|) Verb-phrase 
(be Predicative 

lVerb (Noun-phrase) (Prep-phrase) 

['Adject ive -phrase^ 
(j?) Predicative — ^ /Noun-phrase 

(Adverb-phrase 

Here adverb-phrase covers both prepositional phrases and the 

particles of example (3 ) . Strong co-occurrence restrictions 

exist between the subject NP in such sentences and the predi-

catives of the various types, for anomalies such as those in 

(6) must not be generated: 

(6) a. '""The girls are a teacher. 

bo ^Conservation is furious. 

Such restrictions are especially important for predicative 

HP's, traditionally known as predicate nominatives. Such 

NP's must agree with the subject in number, abstractness, 

animateness, and, in general, gender. Precisely how such 
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concord is to be achieved within a TG grammar is not clear. 

It was effected by complicated context-sensitive phrase-

structure rules in early accounts (e.g., Chomsky 1962:139). 

In later treatments (e.g., Lees 1966:1lj., I4J4. and G-leason 196^: 

2f>3~6) transformational rules were used. Other co-occurrence 

restrictions on predicate NP's are irrelevant to Black English 

and are not given here. 

Another important function of the copula in English is 

its use with the so-called present participle form of a verb 

to form the progressive aspect. Since this use of be involves 

the whole range of auxiliaries, it is necessary to consider 

the full system of auxiliaries in English. In early TG- gram-

mars, including those mentioned above, the basic sentence 

pattern was described with constituent-structure rules of 

the following kind: 

(7) a. Sentence — > Noun-phrase Predicate-phrase 

bo Predieate-phrase — > Auxiliary Verb-phrase 

c. Auxiliary — > Tense (Modal) (have EN) (be ING) 

(PEESN 

d. Tense J 
(PAST 

This is essentially Chomsky's analysis of 1957 (lll)o The 

rules of (7), followed by rules (J|) and (£) above, and other 

appropriate rules and lexical insertion, would generate 

phrase-markers like that of Figure 1: 
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Pred-P 

AUX 

TenaeT Modal 

Don Past shall have EN be ING- play golf 

Pig. X—Deep structure of the sentence Don should have. 
"been -playing golf. 

The AFFIX rule, an integral part of the Chomsky analysis, 

converts this string to (8): 

(8) Don shall+ED have be+EN play+ING- golf 

which obviously underlies (9). 

(9) Don should have been playing golf. 

A few more details must be given about the other three 

structures in the auxiliary phrase, the perfect marker have 

EN, the modal auxiliaries, and the tense marker. The symbol 

EN represents the past participle suffix. The perfect marker 

have EN occurs with absolute freedom with respect to verbs0 

There seem to be no restrictions at all* The term modal xn 

the formula above refers to the following formatives: can, 

may, shall, and will, all of which occur with either Present 

or past tenses, and must, ought (to), and sometimes need and 

dare, all of which occur only with Present. 
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Modern English has two tenses, Present and Past. The 

verbal form to which the tense suffix attaches becomes the 

finite verb form in the auxiliary phrase. The finite verb 

form in the auxiliary phrase plays a crucial role in English 

sentence structure, as noted below. The NUMBER AGREEMENT 

rule, which specifies the present-tense verb forms exhibit-

ing the Z suffix and those with no suffix, is also examined 

below. 

Thus far, two of the four instances of be_ in English 

simple sentences have been outlined. The other two types, 

the passive be_ EN and the structure be_ to, are discussed 

after a description of the auxiliary do. The auxiliary do 

has a very limited distribution as a verb form. It occurs 

only as a finite form and does not co-occur with any other 

auxiliary or, except in the case of imperatives, with be. 

Thus, it characteristically occurs in two-word verb phrases 

in which the second element is a true verb. It appears in 

sentences which are negative or emphatically affirmative 

and in certain kinds of interrogatives. These positions 

are illustrated in (10)--(12), where forms with be and will 

are also listed to facilitate comparison. 

(10) a„ John will go„ 

b. John will not go. 

c0 John WILL go. 

d. Will John go? 
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(IX) a. John is sick. 

b. John is not sick, 

c. John IS sick. 

d. Is John sick? 

(12) a. John went. 

b. John did not go. 

c. John DID go. 

d. Did John go? 

Notice that be, even in predicative role, functions as if it 

were an auxiliary. This is one of the many reasons that it 

cannot be lumped together with verbs0 

The one exception to the principle barring do and be 

co-occurrence is the imperative. It has come to be tradi-

tional among TG- grammarians to derive imperatives from simple 

sentences in which you (singular or plural) is subject, the 

tense is present, and the modal is will. Since you often 

surfaces in such sentences, it is clear that the deletion of 

the modal and the subject are independent rules: 

(13) a. You will go away. You go away„ — ^ Go away, 

b. You will be nice. — ^ You be nice. — ^ Be nice. 

If the sentence is negative or emphatically affirmative, how-

ever, the auxiliary do is used: 

(llj.) a« Don't you go away. — ^ Don't go away. 

b0 Don't you be nasty. — ^ Don't be nasty. 
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c, DO go away! 

d. DO be nice! 

The order of subject and don't in (ll|.) argues that imperatives, 

like questions, undergo AUX SHIFT, the rule which moves the 

finite verb-form to sentence-initial position. Sentences 

(14) b and d. are the only instances in Standard English in 

which the auxiliary do and the copula co-occur,. 

The copula also figures in passive sentences. In the 

sentences below, the (i) sentence is active and the (ii) sen-

tence is its passive counterpart. 

(15) a. (i 
(ii 

b. (i 
(ii 

c. (i 
(ii 

The boy chased butterflies. 
Butterflies were chased by the boy. 

His friends can count on George. 
George can be counted on by his friends, 

The police were following the suspect. 
The suspect was being followed by the 
police. 

In terms of the analysis presented above, sentences (1$) a 

can be analyzed as in (16): 

(16) (i) the boy PAST chase butterfly+PL 
(ii) butterfly+PL PAST be EN chase by the boy 

Since 1957, it has been customary to introduce the elements 

be EN transformationally, with rules roughly of the form of 

(17). 

(17) X NPX TENSE Y VB (P) NP2 Z ===̂  

Y be EN VB (P) by NP1 Z 
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Although alternative schemes are possible—some are discussed 

in the following section—the present formulation is ade-

quate here. A more sophisticated plan is proposed in the 

summary of rules in the next section. 

It is in large part due to the subject-and-object-

switching powers of the passive transformation that the 

NUMBER AGREEMENT rule must be a T-rule, and not included 

among the base rules. Thus, the NUMBER AGREEMENT rule must 

apply after the application of PASSIVATION. Excluding for 

the time being any consideration of special forms required 

by the copula, the AGREEMENT rule can be stated verbally as 

follows: 

(18) PRES is realized as null when it occurs before a 

modal, or when it follows the pronouns I_, you, or 

any NP that is plural; otherwise, it is realized 

as the morpheme Z. 

The other instance of the copula not yet covered in this 

brief survey is the be to_ construction, exhibited in the sen-

tences in (19). 

(19) a. John is to leave tomorrow. 

b. The boys were to have played in the park. 

c. Mark was to have been there. 

This use of be_ is mentioned here merely for the sake of com-

pleteness. The peculiarities of be+to, described in the 
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literature by Lees (1966:19) Roberts (1968:89), are not 

significant for the description of Black English—i.e., its 

occurrence in Black English does not differ from its occur-

rence in Standard English. Therefore, it is not discussed 

here further. 

The foregoing account of the copula in simple sentences 

in General American English is admittedly cursory. It omits 

many interesting and important details. For example, no 

mention is made of hasta and gonna nor of the shape of auxil-

iary phrases in embedded sentences, including the use of the 

infinitive marker to. However, for the purposes of this dis-

sertation, this survey must suffice. The data surveyed above 

are described formally in the generative syntactic rules of 

the following section. 

Summary of Syntactic Rules 

Early TG- grammars introduced the copula formative into 

deep structures with a phrase structure rule, such as Rule 

(JLj.) above. More recently, however, some grammarians have 

argued that the copula formative should rather be introduced 

by a transformational rule. One of the earliest to adopt 

this position was Bach (1967), who proposed that both be and 

have should be so introduced. He assumed that the base rules 

would identify a predicative constituent, covering all three 

types of predicative structures discussed above, e.g., (1) — 

(3)» Then, COPULA INSERTION would insert the copula forma-

tive to the left of this constituent,. His arguments (ij.62) 
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are twofold. First, many languages do not exhibit a formal 

copula in surface structure. Also, those which do often per-

mit its suppression in many syntactic environments. This 

approach was followed in part "by Rosenbaum (1968) and popu-

larized in a textbook by Jacobs and Rosenbaum (1968). Al-

though following a quite different basic approach, Langendoen 

(1970) adopted a similar treatment. However, the three 

approaches differ in detail, and these differences are rele-

vant to the description of Black English. Consider the 

following set: 

(20) a. My teacher is pretty. My teacher pretty. 

b. My teacher is a man. My teacher a man. 

c. My teacher is down My teacher down the hall, 
the hall. 

Bach would treat all three sentences the same, requiring 

COPULA INSERTION to apply to all three predicate structures. 

Rosenbaum, on the other hand, would say that only in (20) si 

does COPULA INSERTION apply. In b and £ the copula forma-

tive is present in the deep structure as a "peculiar type 

of transitive verb" (Jacobs and Rosenbaum 1968:113)„ 

Langendoen's position is still different, since he argues 

(79) that the formative be_ does not appear in the deep struc-

ture of sentences like (20) _a and TD, but that it is present 

in sentences like (20) jc, in which case Langendoen calls it 

a "stative verb." Thus, four different possibilities appear, 

which are presented in Table I0 
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TABLE I 

COPULA PRESENCE IN DEEP STRUCTURE 

PREP ADJ PREP NOM PREP ADV 

Chomsky (1965) YES YES YES 

Jacobs and Rosenbaum (1968) NO YES YES 

Langendoen (1970 NO NO YES 

Bach (1967) NO NO NO 

It is clear that to account for the Black English sentences 

in (20), Chomsky would simply add a rule of be_ deletion. 

Bach, on the other hand, would handle the sentences "by find-

ing some means of suppressing the rule of COPULA INSERTION for 

this particular dialect. The other two positions, however, 

are more complicated. 

In the rules which follow, the Bach position is adopted. 

Although Rosenbaum's English Grammar II is the theoretical 

model followed by these rules, they assume that all instances 

of b£ are introduced by a transformational rule. The gain in 

consistency seems worth any complication that may be caused 

elsewhere. 

Three series of rules are presented below, constituent-

structure rules, subcategorization rules, and transformational 

ruleso To facilitate reference and to avoid confusion with 

example numbers, each rule is prefixed with an identifying 
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letter, £ for constituent-structure rules, £5 for subcategori-

zation rules, and T for syntactic-transformational rules. 

Rules of the base. Many details are omitted in this 

summary of rules. 

(C-l) S --> # PRES NP AUX VP # 

(C-2) VP —> ( VB I NP I PP ) 

(C-3) PP —> PREP NP 

( NP S 
(c-IJ.) NP ; 

\ N (S) 

The convention of interlocking parentheses in (C-2) indicates 

that one of the three options must be chosen. PRES (for pre-

sentence) represents a dummy segment which subcategorization 

rules will fill with such features as QUES (question), IMP 

(imperative), NEG (negative), EXCL (exclamation), and so 

forth. It will be largely ignored hereinafter. Among features 

to be assigned to N segments by subcategorization rules which 

are relevant to this discussion of verbs are PL (plural), 

FIRSTi SECOND, and THIRD, the latter three being person 

markers. (See Postal 1966 for his use of person features.) 

This grammar assumes that both predicate nominals and predi-

cate adverbials arise from deep-structure prepositional 

phraseso In the former, the prepositional segment is to be 

deleted by a low-level rule. Predicate adjectives, on the 

other hand, are dominated in the deep structure by the node 
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VB. Following are a few subcategorization rules for preposi-

tions, verbals, and the auxiliary. 

(S-l) PREP — ^ (A syntactic segment marked with the features 
+P and +VB , or +NP , or +AUX .) 

(S-2) +P . +PRED 
+AUX 7 +pjy 

Here the feature PN distinguishes predicate nominals from 

predicate adverbials. The feature PREP will later activate 

the COPULA SEGMENT rule. The feature PN is copied into the 

object noun segment, permitting identification of the predi-

cate nominal in the deep structure. 

Some subcategorization rules pertinent to verbs follow 

now. 

(S-3) VB (A syntactic segment containing the features 
+VB, _V, and one of these: + , + wp + pp 
+ NP PP.) — ' — ' — ' 

(S-i|.) +VB — ^ +PRED 
-V 

(S-£) f+PREl} 

+VB 
^Perfect . -Perfec 

7 ^Action 

(S-6) +Action --^ ^Progressive 

(S-7) +VB — > jjPassive / +V 
+ NP (PP) 
+ PP 

The feature VB (verbal) dominates both true verbs and adjec-

tives but not auxiliaries. Adjectives are marked +VB and -V. 

True verbs are marked positively for both features- Auxil-

iary verbs, on the other hand, are marked -VB and +V. 
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Following now is a consideration of the features asso-

ciated with the AUX node. 

(S-8) AUX — ) (A syntactic segment marked +AUX, -AFP, -do, 
+FIN.) 

(S-9) +ATJX ±PAST 
iEMPH 

(S-10) +AUX — > 

(S-ll) +M f+can *\ 
] 4tnay / 
^ +ought> 
)+shall( 
(̂ +will J 

EMPH (for emphatic) refers to sentence emphasis or reaffirma-

tion illustrated in the c_ sentences in (10)—(12) above. The 

feature FIN (for finite) is necessary to deal with forms of 

be. The feature tdo is required for the auxiliary do. Any 

segment that is +Finite and -Past is a present tense form0 

After all £ and S_ rules have applied, a lexical pass is 

performed, which inserts formatives drawn from the lexicon 

into the various segments for means of the LEXICAL INSERTION 

CONVENTION (see Chomsky 196̂ :81)., 110, and Rosenbaum 1968:£). 

Then, a deep structure like Figure 2, which would underlie 

the sentence The votes should have been being counted, would 

be generated. 
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PRES 
. I , 
+PRES 
-NEG 
-QUES 
-IMP 
-EXCL 

+N 
+PRO 
-DEP 
+HUMAN 

+AUX 
-AFF 
-do 
-EMPH 
+FIN 
+PAST 
+M 
+V 
+shall 

-reg 
-en 
shall 

VB 
I 

+VB 
+V 

+Action 
+Perfect 
+Progressive 
+Passive 

+reg 
count 

+N 
-PRO 
+DEP 
-DEMON 
-FIRST 
-SECOND 
+THIRD 
+COUNT 
+PL 

vote 

Pig. 2—Deep structure for the sentence The votes should 
have "been being counted. 

The features en and reg are lexical features added to the 

segment along with the formative itself. They are relevant 

to inflection, as described in the phonology section below. 

Rules from the Transformational Section 

The following rules are primarily the work of Peter S. 

Rosenbaum (1968). Like his rules, they represent an effort 

to formulate a grammar within the theoretical model of 

Chomsky's Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (1965)» These 

rules utilize the same formal conventions and format and gen-

erally resemble his in content. The nineteen rules, therefore, 

should be viewed as a highly selective adaptation of the 

seventy-one rules Rosenbaum presents there (2)4.-32) 0 All rules 

are obligatory unless marked optional. 
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(T-l) PASSIVATION 

# X NP AUX [+Passive] NP Y # 

I 

I 

2 
$ 

3 

3 

k 5 6 7 ===)> 

k 0 6 2 7 

(The rule required to insert the preposition bjr in front of 

the deep subject is ignored here.) The following four rules, 

which closely parallel similar rules in Rosenbaum (1968:29), 

insert both auxiliary verb forms and affix segments. Notice 

that segments marked +AFF fail in the lexical pass to have 

formatives added, there being no formative in the lexicon 

marked +AFF. 

(T-2) PERFECT SEGMENTS 

0 +V 
-VB 
-M 
-do 
-COP 

+AFF 
+EN / 

/ 
X J+Perfectj Y 

(T-3) PROGRESSIVE SEGMENTS 

0 +COP +AFF 0 
-VB +ING / 
+v / 

(T-LJ.) PASSIVE SEGMENTS 

0 — > +COP +AFF / 
/ 

-VB +EN / 
+V L"~. / 

/ 
X 

X 

J+Progre ssivej Y 

j + P a s s i v e J 

(T-5) COPULA SEGMENT 

0 - - ) +COP 
-VB 

+V 

/ 

/ 
/ x [+PRED] Y 
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(T-6) VERB DEMOTION (Optional) 

+VB -VB / +AUX 

<+M> 
/ X -V 

<+M> / -PAST 
i — -J 

have^ Y 

Condition: PRES must be marked +UEG- "or +Q.UES. 

This minor rule applies only to the verbs have (or have-got). 

need, and dare. The angle-bracketing notation means that in 

the case of the latter two formatives, they are also now to 

be marked formally as modals. Certain details connected with 

have-got are omitted here. See Lees (1966:i|.9) for additional 

information. 

The following rule now shifts any of these three forma-

tives, the auxiliary verb have, and the copula functioning 

in any syntactic role into the ATJX segment. Here the conven-

tion of jp £, first proposed by Rosenbaum (1968:18-19) for the 

purposes of feature-copying, is used, in this convention, £ 

should be taken as a cover symbol for minuscule Greek letters, 

each of which represents the valence + or -, and the ( is a 

cover symbol for the particular features involved, features 

which are always specified in the formal statement of condi-

tions. 

(T-7) AUX INCORPORATION 

0 
+M 
pt 

/ / 
/ X 

+AUX 
X -M 

L J 
1 
l 

-VB 
+V 
P€ 
2 
0 

3 
3 

Condition: £ stands for all other features. 



(T-8) AGREEMENT 

0 —> H / X M +AUX 

Condition: t = PL, FIRST, SECOND, THIRD. 
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(T-9) NEGATIVE SEGMENT 

0 +NEG 
-SUP / 

/ # +PRES 
+NEG X C 

VP 

(T-10) NEGATIVE CONTRACTION (Optional) 

0 - > +NEG 
/ 
/7x +ATJX 

1 

1 

[+NEG] 

2 

0 

3 

3 

===^ 

(T-ll) will-SUPPRESSION 

+will — > -Will / 
-M / 
-V / 

# j+IMp] X +AUX 

(T-12) AUX SHIFT 

# f+IMP ̂  

+QUES V 
1 

1 

NP AUX VP 

2 

2 
3 

0 
k 
k 

(T-13) AUX DELETION (Optional) 

# f+QUEs] 

1 
1 

+AUX 
-M 
-NEG 
-EMPH 

2 
0 

NP X 

3 
3 
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This rule (from Griggs 1968) optionally deletes the finite 

non-modal verb form in a Yes/No question. Thus, it would 

delete the parenthesized words in these sentences. 

(21) a. (Is) my raincoat in the closet? 

b. (Are) the boys home yet? 

c. (Was) the boss there when you arrived? 

d. (Were) you studying when I called? 

e. (Has) the maid mopped the floor? 

f. (Does or Did) your husband like his present? 

Although no convincing examples of am deletion can be found, 

the rule does apply to the other four finite forms of be, 

and thus colloquial Standard English affords an example of 

be deletion, a phenomenon that occurs more widely in Black 

English. 

The following rule, also optional, affects the products 

of the previous rule, deleting the subject NP when it is you. 

Thus, it would convert (21) d into Studying when I called? 

and would furthermore explain the intelligibility of the 

following, from which both the AUX and the subject NP have 

been deleted. 

(22) a. Interested in a movie? 

b. Finish your term paper last night? 

c. Been awake long? 

In addition, Rule (T-llj.) deletes you in imperative sentences# 
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You-DELETIQM (Optional) 

J &™p] ajjx 

jj+QOES] 
# 

+N 
+SECOND 
-FIRST 

X 
1 

2 

0 

VP 

3 
3 

- 4 

(T-l£) AFFIX ACTIVATION 

- A F F — ^ +AFF / 

X 

Blocked if X = j+IMPj Z 

(T-16) AFFIX 
0 p(. / 

+AUX 
-V 
-NEG 
-EMPH H 

1 

1 

+AFF 
P< 

2 

0 

+V 

Condition: < = PAST, PL, FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, FIN, EN, ING 

(T-17) Do Activation 

-do - + d o / 
+V / X 

Condition: 

+AUX 
-V 

flfNEG 
J9EMPH 

S g \ o S - 1 3 t l 0 0 k e d l r a 1 1 t h r e e ° f t h e follow-

a. x = # +IMP Z 

b0 both c( and & are -

c* X. ~ you Z or j+vj jZ 
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(T-L8) NEGATIVE SUFFIX 

0 —) r+SUF~] / 
|_+NEGJ / X 

AUX 

[+AUxl 
L+NEGJ 

AUX 

(T-19) VERBAL SUFFIX 

0 [ w ] / 1 W 
Condition: i = PAST, FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, PL, FIN, ING, 

EN and en. 

A later rule, not given here, is required to delete the 

present tense suffix Z from modals and to remove all suf-

fixes from all five finite forms of be. Furthermore, a 

general pruning convention, operating after all syntactic 

rules, will delete any empty segment, i.e., a syntactic seg-

ment such as AUX when that segment contains no formative. 

Such would be the case in the imperative Leave me alone. 

By way of summary, a brief review follows of the occa-

sions in English in which the word be_ appears in the auxiliary 

phrase. It occurs after a modal auxiliary, after the in-

finitive marker to, and, in imperatives, after do. (Its 

appearance in so-called "present subjunctives" as in We 

insisted that he be there is not covered by the rules 

above. Rosenbaum 1968:30 may be consulted for details,) 

These observations are relevant to the description of such 

Black English sentences as He be sick most of the time, as 

will become clear later. 
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Alternate Approaches 

While the syntactic rule^ above suffice to account for 

the role of be. in Standard English for the purposes of this 

dissertation, they are, nevertheless, merely a selection 

from among a number of competing alternative approaches, 

some of which should be mentioned. In the first place, al-

though Rosenbaum (1968) has been cited as the principal 

source for these rules, they differ in several respects from 

his grammar. For example, his first constituent rule, corre-

sponding to rule C—1 above, is: 

(23) S # T NP VP # 

Here the category T. (for type) is a syntactic segment com-

bining the features we have divided between PEES and AUX. 

Rosenbaum's grammar requires a rule which duplicates the Type 

segment between the subject NP and the VP. However, what is 

significant in this difference between the two approaches is 

that Rosenbaum's grammar gives a more abstract deep structure 

than the one produced by our rules. It is precisely in this 

property, increasing abstractness in deep structure, that 

most serious syntactic studies have been characterized since 

Chomsky's 1965 Aspects of the Theory of Syntax. Some of 

these are now mentioned briefly. 

It will be recalled that Bach (1967) argues that the 

copula be introduced by a transformation. In that same 

article, he also claims that most instances of have--both as 
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auxiliary and as verb of possession, are also to be intro-

duced by transformation. He further insists that, in the 

deep structure, there is only one verb form per sentence and 

that, a main verb. Thus, in a surface auxiliary phrase con-

taining three verb forms, e.g., should have gone, had. been 

walking, the deep structure contains one complete sentence 

corresponding to each verb form. This approach is illustrated 

in the following tree diagram, which is to be compared with 

that in Figure 2 above. In the diagram parenthetical forma-

tives are ultimately added by rule whereas underlined elements 

are deleted by rule. 

votes ED shall 

votes AUX (have) S 

NP AUX VP 

y/^PPSED 

votes (EN) (be) S 
AUX VP 

| pPRED 

votes (ING) (be) S 

NP AUX VP 

VB 
I 

NP 

someone (EN) count votes 

Pig. 3—Simplified tree diagram of the sentence The votes 
should have been being counted in the Bach system. 
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In this approach, the distinction "between verbs and auxilia-

ries is taken to be a superficial phenomenon only, nonexistent 

in the underlying structure. Presumably, Bach would use a 

rule like our T-6 (VERB DEMOTION) to assign the necessary sur-

face auxiliary status to all verb forms in the sentence except 

the last. 

Further support for this position comes from the system-

atic ambiguities in the modal auxiliaries noted by several 

linguists. For example, Jacobs and Rosenbaum (1971:73-81) 

point out that a sentence like (2if) is ambiguous, as revealed 

by the two paraphrases in (2£): 

(2ij.) Students may take many electives. 

(2£) a. It may be the case that students will take many 
electiveso 

bo Someone permits students to take many electives. 

Similar ambiguities also seem to apply to most of the other 

auxiliaries. This observation suggests that, instead of the 

deep structures given in Figure 2 or 3, the diagram should 

be modified so as to underlie both that sentence and one of 

the following form, with which it seems to be synonymous: 

(26) It should have been the case that the votes were 
being counted. 

Notice the use of have EN to signal past time when following 

a modal formally marked for past. 
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Like the above developments, the following three partially 

related innovations in syntactic analysis involve an increase 

in the abstractness of deep structure. Thus, Ross (1970) has 

argued that, in the deep structure of all sentences, there is 

a highest sentence in which the subject is I, the indirect 

object is you, and the rest of the sentence is the direct ob-

ject of the verb. In other words, for the surface sentences 

given in (27)—(29) a., he would assign a deep structure para-

phrasable by the b strings: 

(27) a. The boy fell. 

b. I declare to you that the boy fell. 

(28) a. Is George coming? 

b. I ask you whether George is coming. 

(29) a. Leave me alone. 

b. I command you to leave me alone. 

In an article entitled "English as a VSO Language," McCawley 

(1970) argues that, instead of the deep structure PRES NP 

EL as given by rules above, the deep structure of 

English sentences is better expressed in the form PRES VB 

II II ££• This particular proposal is quite similar to con-

clusions about deep structures which have been reached inde-

pendently by the so-called case grammarians. Fillmore (1966, 

1968, and elsewhere) has argued that, in the deep structure 

of all languages, the basic sentence consists of a presen-

tential element followed by the verb followed by a series of 
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one or more cases or roles, each case (in English) being 

realized in the deep structure as a prepositional phrase. 

The "basic assumptions of Fillmore plus the ideas of Ross and 

McCawley discussed in this paragraph are given textbook 

popularization in Langendoen (1970). 

While all of these new developments in TG theory differ 

to a degree from the model of grammar espoused by Chomsky in 

his 1965> Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, the model which 

has provided the theoretical basis for this treatment, no 

full-scaled grammar incorporating these ideas has yet appeared. 

Furthermore, the form of the rule proposed above gives as 

deep structures what must, at least in some of the new ap-

proaches, be intermediate levels of representation so that 

most of the rules given above are needed even in grammars 

of a newer design. For these reasons, no attempt has been 

made to go beyond the Aspects model in these rules. 

Conjugation of Regular Verbs 

Even after twenty-five years Bloch's 191+7 article, 

"English Verb Inflection," remains the basic document in the 

study of the conjugation of verbs in English. His careful 

account of morphophonemic alternations exhibited by English 

verbs has served as the basis for all later accounts by 

structuralists, such as Hill (19j?8:lf?2-l65>) > Juillajad and 

Maoris (1962), and Gleason (1962:101-103). Since, in this 

account, however, a generative treatment of these data is 

used, the analysis of English verb inflection which follows 
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is based rather on Griggs and Rulon (forthcoming), a paper 

which attempts to account for the data collected and pre-

sented by Bloch within the framework of a generative phonology 

of the type proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968). Knowledge 

of the latter work is assumed in the remainder of this 

chapter. 

In the representations of pronunciation which follow, 

alphabetic characters are used with the value they have in 

the level of systematic phonetics of Chomsky and Halle, with 

only slight modification. Thus, the system has the three-by-

three vowel grid (with tenseness indicated by macron), [i e 

ae i A a u o OJ , sixteen obstruents, three nasals, two 

liquids O 1] , and three glides, palatal £yj, velar [w], and 

centering [h] . As in Smith and Trager (1951), the symbol [h] 

is used ambiguously, both for the pre-sonorant voiceless 

aspirate and for the post-vocalic voiced centering glide, 

I PA [»J • x t i s U s e d h e r e i n sucl1 forms as law [loh] , par 

[pahr] , and here [hihr] , forms which Chomsky and Halle leave 

in the unsatisfactory state [3A], [§.A] , and [iy] respectively. 

Its use here should be viewed as a convenient abbreviation 

f o r IPA^] should certainly not be taken as an effort to 

revive the Smith-Trager phoneme /h/, Q£PD! The system used 

here also differs from Chomsky and Halle by recognizing two 

reduced vowels, palatal [i] and velar [a] instead of only 

M - While such a decision complicates certain of the pho-

nological rules, the phonetic facts, as noted by Sledd 
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(1966:30-1) make it unavoidable. This system uses the same 

phonetic features employed by Chomsky and Halle with the 

marking they give for English segments (176-77). As in that 

work, virgules are used only for underlying phonological— 

actually lexical—representation; brackets are used for all 

other levels of representation, e.g., be [biy] from under-

lying /be/. 

Prom section two it can be concluded that there are 

four syntactically motivated verbal inflectional suffixes in 

English, which can be abbreviated as IMG, Z_, ED, and EN. 

The inflected forms can be called the "ING-form," the "Z-form," 

the "preterite," and the "past participle" respectively. It 

is assumed that each inflected form is represented lexically 

with a word boundary /#/ joining suffix to stem in all verbs. 

This boundary is typically deleted in irregular verbs. The 

Griggs-Rulon description assumes that the four segments are 

represented lexically as /ing/, /z/, /d/, and either /d/ or 

/n/ respectively. However, the /n/ allomorph of the EN 

suffix occurs only in irregular verbs and so is not discussed 

further in this section. Following is a brief account of 

the phonological processes involved in reducing these in-

flected forms to phonetic realizations. 

The simplest suffixes to describe are ING- and Z_, for 

they are the most regular. The ING suffix is always joined 

to the verb stem by /#/, whether the verb is otherwise regu-

lar or not. This suffix, after NASAL ASSIMILATION and 
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VOICED STOP ELISION, is realized as [iq] in most dialects of 

Standard English, However, there are dialects, especially 

in the South, in which the suffix is realized as [in]. In 

these dialects, apparently the rule of VOICED STOP ELISION 

precedes the rule of NASAL ASSIMILATION. 

In addition to is, there are three irregular Z, forms in 

English, has, does, and says, about which more is said in 

the next section. In all other verbs, however, the /z/ suf-

fix is joined to the stem by /#/. Whenever the verbal stem 

ends in a strident coronal obstruent, i.e., /s z s z c j/, 

an epenthetic vowel appears in front of the suffix /z/, i.e., 

/#z/ — ^ |#iz|. When the suffix follows any other voiceless 

obstruent, it is realized as [s]. In all other cases, it 

remains jzfj • What is needed, therefore, is an ordered pair 

of rules like (30) and (31): 

(30) 0 — ^ i / f+stridl # z # 
[_+cor J 

( 3 D z — | j - v o i c e j / £-voiceJ # § 

For all regular verbs, the preterite and the participle 

are identical in phonetic shape0 When the verbal stem ends 

in /t/ or /d/, an epenthetic vowel [i] is inserted between 

stem and the suffix /d/. When the stem ends in any other 

voiceless obstruent, the suffix /d/ is realized as [t]. In 

all other cases, the suffix is realized simply as [d|. These 

processes may be stated informally as (32) and (33): 
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(32) 0 — ) i / (t) # d # 

ld] 
(33) d — ^ Ĵ -voiceJ / [-voice] # # 

The obvious similarities between (30) and (32) and between 

(31) and (33) suggest strongly that each set might be col-

lapsed into a single rule. 

Figure I| illustrates these processes by a number of 

derivations, in which certain details have been glossed over, 

The verbs etch and edge are used to represent the class of 

verbs ending in a strident coronal obstruent, and wait and 

wade to represent all verbs ending in /t/ or /d/„ 

Lexical 
Form Representation Rule (30-32) Rule (31-33) Phonetic 

ripped rip#d rip#t ript 

rips rip#z rip#s rips 

ribbed rib#d ribd 

ribs rib#z ribz 

waited wae t#d weyt#id weytid 

waits use t#z weyt#s weyts 

waded was d#d weyd#id weydid 

wades wae d#z weydz 

etched ec#d ec#t ect 

etches a> o<
 

ES
3 ec#iz eciz 

edged e J#d ejd 

edges ©J#z 

Fig. 

ej#iz 

[[.--Regular verb derivations 

e Jiz 
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Conjugation of Irregular Verbs 

The conjugational pattern just outlined holds for a vast 

majority of all English verb forms, including any new verbs 

added to the lexicon. There are, however, in Standard English 

a maximum of 187 verbs which are subject to nonregular inflec-

tion. The outline below follows Griggs and Rulon (forthcoming), 

with a division of four main categories: weak verbs, strong 

verbs, mixed verbs, and suppletives0 

Weak verbs. In this study, a weak verb is an irregular 

verb taking the /d/ suffix in both preterite and participle 

without the intervening /#/ boundary. The /#/ boundary must 

be deleted by an idiosyncratic readjustment rule. The absence 

of the /#/ boundary permits the suffix /d/ to combine with 

preceding consonants to form clusters. These clusters then 

participate in certain phonological processes, including 

PINAL CONSONANT DEVOICING, CONTIGUOUS OBSTRUENT VOICE ASSIMI-

LATION, and CLUSTER LAXING. In 28 of the 97 weak verbs, the 

suffix /d/, by a fully phonologically governed readjustment 

rule, is converted to /+d /. In such forms, the suffix is 

always realized as ([d], rather than as [tj, which is usual 

for weak verbs. An illustration of the inflection of a 

number of representative weak verbs is shown in (3i+)» 
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met led bet bent left sold 

met#d led#d bet#d bend#d lev#d sel#d Lexical 

met+d led+d bet+d bend+d lev+d sel+d /#/ ELISION 

led+df sel+d* /€/ INSERTION 

met+d led+d£ bet+d bend+d lev+d sol+d^ Phonological 

met+t bet+t bend+t lev+t DEVOICING 

bent+t lef+t ASSIMILATION 

met+t led+d* lef+t LAXING 

me+t le+d< be+t ben+t CONSONANT ELISION 

met 

Xe+d 

led bet bent left 

sowl+d 

sowld 

/*/ ELISION 

Phonetic 

Griggs and Rulon (forthcoming) have shown that all three 

of the irregular Z forms, says, has, and does, arise through 

what are actually quite general processes. First, they 

assume that these three Z forms are subject to the rule of 

/#/ ELISION, with the result that the /z/ suffix is joined 

to the stem only by /+/. Further, they represent both do 

and say lexically as containing voiced velar spirants. Then 

they add (after the LAXING rules) a phonological rule of 

VOICED SPIRANT ELISION, which deletes JyT^j occurring before 

an obstruent. The pattern is quite parallel to that for the 

/d/ suffix in weak verbs, as the following abbreviated deri-

vations reveal. 
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had has sax said says does 

xae v#d xae v#s s§r ser#d sey#z d5rwf#z Lexical 

xae v+d* xae v+z < S§y ser+dc ser +z€ d5rW+z€ Phonological 

ser+d€ S6f +Zf dorw+zS LAXING 
xae +d€ xae +ze se+dc se+z< do+zC SPIRANT ELISION 
hae d hae z sey sed sez dAZ Phonetic 

Thus, the only thing idiosyncratic about the three Z forms is 

the fact that they undergo /#/ ELISION. Should this rule not 

apply, the form sa^s rhymes phonetically with plays, a pro-

nunciation which is occasionally heard. 

Strong verbs. A strong verb is one in which the EN 

suffix 13 realized lexically as /n/. I n addition, the pret-

erite suffix /d/ i B typically deleted by an early readjustment 

rule. The tonic vowel in the stems of such verbs is generally, 

though not necessarily, subject to various idiosyncratic 

shifts, i.e., they exhibit vowel gradation. The difference 

between regular, weak, and strong verbs is exhibited by the 

set of principal parts listed in (36). 

(36) Regular: heat [hiyt hiytid hiytid] 

Weak; meet |}uiyt met met] 

Strong: beat [biyt biyt biytin] 

The verb beat is, of course, somewhat unusual for strong 

verbs in that the stem never exhibits vowel gradation. 
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The selection of the /n/ form of the EN suffix is mor-

phologically conditioned, strong verbs "being marked lexically 

for this formative. Typically, the /#/ boundary joining the 

suffix to the stem is deleted by the same rule that deletes 

/#/ before /d/ in weak verbs. Thus, the contrast in vowels 

in drive and driven is accounted for by CLUSTER LAXING-. There 

are, however, a few exceptions to this pattern, such as 

shaken, eaten, and frozen. Such forms must be exempted from 

the /§/ ELISION rule. Whether joined to the stem by /+/ or 

/#/, the /n/ is realized phonetically as either [n] or Jjsn], 

as in torn and driven, respectively. The various shapes of 

/n/ are exhibited in the derivations in (37). 

(37) 

driven 

driv#rx 

driv-tn 

eaten bound seen bid/bidden 

et#n blnd#n sere #n 

bind-to 

bind 

bund driv-Hn et#n 

driv+n 

driv+an Iyt#an 

driven iyt^n bawnd slyn 

bid#n 

bid+n 

bid 

se<#n bid bid+n 

bid+dn 

bid bidsn 

Lexical 

/#/ ELISION 

/n/ ELISION 

Phonological 

LAXING 

VOWEL INSERTION 

Phonetic 

The verb bid is one for which /n/ ELISION is optional. 

Most strong verbs (and some of the weak ones) exhibit 

internal vowel change among the inflected forms. These al-

ternations include such diverse patterns as sing/sang/sung, 
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ri de/rode/ridden, and freeze/froze/frozen. Although such 

vowel gradation can be described fairly simply with two 

readjustment rules, all forms subject to such rules must be 

lexically marked for the rules. Thus, the preterite of sit 

must be marked positively for a rule that converts /i/ to 

. While such readjustment rules are included in the 

summary of rules below, no further attention is paid to 

them here. 

Mixed verbs. There are fifteen verbs in English in 

which the preterite is irregular and the participle regular 

or vice versa. The pattern dive/dove/dived exemplifies one 

type of verb in this class. The other type is exemplified 

by mow, rive, show, and prove. Only the last two forms occur 

in this pattern with any great frequency. All of these verbs 

are also subject to regular conjugation. 

Suppletive verbs. The Griggs-Rulon analysis recognizes 

only two verb forms which may be called suppletives. i.e., 

their conjugational pattern involves stems so radically dif-

ferent that separate lexical entries are required. One of 

these is the form went, which belongs syntactically and se-

mantic ally to the verb £0. To handle such a set, the lexicon 

must list one underlying form for go, which supplies the 

correct underlying spelling for all but the preterite form, 

and a separate entry for went, in the form /wend/. The latter 

will be marked as a weak verb and generate the correct 



phonetic form in a manner parallel to that of bent (as in 

(3I4.) above). 

The other suppletive is the copula. In all, a total of 

six different entries is required to describe this exceptional 

formative. The following spellings are proposed, along with 

the phonetic realizations of each form in stressed positions. 

(38) be_ /be/, for be. jbiyj, being jbiyiifj and been [ben] 

or [bin] 

am /aem/ [aemj 

Is /iz/ [iz] 

are /»r/ [ahr] 

was /wae z/ [wahzj or [ H 

were /wer/ [wAr| 

The lax /e/ in be is tensed before the /#/ in be_ and being 

but remains lax before the /+n/ in been. The form [bin] 

results from a very general rule in certain dialects which 

raises all instances of lax [e] before nasal. Here are is 

treated just like par in Chomsky and Halle (1968). The only 

really troublesome form is was. It must be idiosyncratically 

subject to the rules which retract jae] to [aj in such forms 

as are and par. Furthermore, for those speakers who have 

[WAZJ instead of jwahzj in stressed positions, a rule raising 

[aj to |aJ must apply. 

By way of summary of verb inflection, it should be 

pointed out that one of the most pervasive patterns in the 



conjugation of English verbs is one in which the preterite 

and participle are identical in phonetic shape. This is true 

not only of all regular verbs but also of all weak verbs. 

Furthermore, since all of the mixed verbs and many of the 

strong verbs are subject either to weak or regular conjuga-

tion and since more than 30 of the strong verbs undergo 

suffix /n/ ELISION, it turns out that there is a total of 

only 39 verbs in English, including be, in which the pret-

erite and the participle differ in phonetic shape. It is 

therefore not surprising that one of the principal differences 

between non-standard dialects (including Black English) and 

Standard English is that the former tend, in general, to 

eliminate this complication in the grammar, producing such 

sets of principal parts as go/went/went/, give/give/give, 

and c ome/c ome/c ome. 

Summary of Phonological Rules 

Given below are the principal readjustment and phono-

logical rules relevant to the description of the verb system 

of General American English. As noted earlier, this account 

assumes the existence of a much larger set of rules, roughly 

that presented in Chapter V of Chomsky and Halle (1968:238-

k.$). As with syntactic rules, these rules are given a dis-

tinctive letter prefix, namely "P," to distinguish them both 

from examples and from rules in other series. The majuscules 

"CH" are used to identify the corresponding rule in the 
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Chomsky-Halle series. The notation rev, means that the rule 

is a revision of a Chomsky-Halle rule. Following the name of 

each rule is a reference to either an earlier formulation of 

the rule or to a derivation which exemplifies the rule above 

in this chapter. Within the rules, the notation "+P 2" means 

that the rule applies only to segments which are lexically 

marked with this feature. 

Readjustment rules. 

(P 1) /#/ ELISION (3lj., 37) 

[+seg] _ 
# 0 / 

(P 2) d ELISION 

d — ) 0 / [+P 2| + # 

(P 3) /n/ ELISION (37) 

n 0 / + f / 

jj-cons] j+consj 

J+nasalJ 

V 
+tense 
+P 6 

(Pi].) [d£] ADJUSTMENT I (3I4.) 

0 — > ( / | +voice | + | j # • 

[•-sonorj 

[+p 3] 
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(P $) [d] ADJUSTMENT I I (3lj.) 

f V 1 J^+tensd 

i —") 0 / +d # / 

[j+-consj 

V 
- t e n s e 

(P 6) (= CH 1) ABLAUT 

V - oCback 
o( back - g r o u n d 
_ +P 6 L_ _ 

(P 7) LOWNESS ADJUSTMENT 

v ~ 
low - low 

+P 7 - h i g h 

+cons 
+ant 

f+sonor) 

+cont J I 
+c on a 

/ + s o n o r 

(|;«<'con,y 

P h o n o l o g i c a l r u l e a 0 

(P 8) PINAL CLUSTER DEVOICING (3^) 

J j -sonor j Q-voicej / [~+-con0 + ft 

(P 9) CONTIGUOUS OBSTRUENT VOICE ASSIMILATION (3I4.) 

J j - sonor j — > [dcvoicej / 
- a o n o r l 
acvoiceJ 



(P 10) (= Ch 20 III) LAXING- 37) 

V — ) |j-tensej / 

(P XX) (= CH 23 IV) TENSING 

J+consj |~+consj 
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(P 12) (= CH 28) IDENTICAL CONSONANT ELISION (3I4.) 

C — > 0 / C 

Condition: The two consonants are identical. 

(P 13) (= CH li-X) [«] ELISION (3I4.) 

i 0 

(P Xi+) VOWEL INSERTION: INFLECTIONAL (30, 32) 

0 / 

-sonor 
+cor 
«(strid 
jftcont 

#_ 

-sonor 
+cor 
+ant 
ofstrid 
ofcont 

# 

Condition: If of is then fi must also be 

(P 15) SUFFIX VOICE ASSIMILATION (31, 33) 

[-sonor] £«(voiceJ / ["-sonorl # 
oCvoiceJ 

# 

(P 16) (Rev. CH ij.2) VOWEL INSERTION: SILLABIC RESONANT (37) 

+cons~ 

(#) 0 / r-voc 

+ant 

+cons 
+sonor 

(t> # 



(P 17) (Rev. CH J4-3) VOWEL REDUCTION 

V 
-stress 
-tense 

(-high) 
v+backj 

-> 

(P 18) NASAL ASSIMILATION 

QnasalJ o(cor~j 
jiantJ / 

-sonor 
<<cor 
j3ant 

Condition: Nasal and obstruent must be in same syllable, 

(P 19) VOICED STOP ELISION 

— ^ 0 / j+nasalj 
-sonor 
-cont 
-hroice 
-cor 

# 

(P 20) PINAL CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION (Optional) 

[ - sonor] 0 / [ + o o n a ] ( # ) # 2 [ -+ o o n s-j 

A few of these rules require comment. First, it should 

be pointed out that Rule P 9 (CONTIGUOUS OBSTRUENT VOICE 

AGREEMENT) is not a phonological rule at all, but rather a 

marking convention, used here as a rule of linkage. (See 

Chapter IX in Chomsky and Halle (1968) for full discussion 

of such conventions.) Within the verb system, the only 

effect of this rule is to devoice a stem final obstruent 

occurring before [tj, which itself has just been devoiced 

from /d/ by the preceding rule. Notice, finally, that this 

marking convention must not be confused with Rule P l£, which 



it superficially resembles. The latter rule, which applies 

to regular verbs, operates across word boundary /#/, whereas 

Rules P 8 and 9 can operate only across formative boundary 

/+/• 

Rule P 11 (TENSING) is not quoted here because of its 

complexity. The part of it that is relevant here is that it 

tenses any non-low vowel occurring before /#/. Thus, it would 

tense the /e/ in be_ and being but would not effect the same 

vowel in been, where the vowel occurs before /+/. 

Since, as was pointed out earlier, the dialect being 

described clearly has two quite distinct reduced vowels, 

which we have been representing as [ij and |VJ , it has been 

necessary to complicate Chomsky and Halle's rule of vowel 

reduction as P 17, to prevent the rule from reducing [ij to 

W -
Rules P 18 and 19 do not appear in the Chomsky-Halle 

summary of rules (Chapter V). However, the form of the 

rules is obvious, and Hoard (1971:138) has given a formula-

tion of both, along with a quite straightforward account of 

syllabication» 

Rule P 20 should be viewed as a rather informal attempt 

to describe the phenomenon of final consonant cluster sim-

plification, for it leaves some questions unanswered. For 

example, what effect, if any, does the relative stress of 

adjacent vowels exert on the rule? The context following 

the word division (here symbolized by the notation /#2/, 
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i.e., two or more instances of /#/) specifies +consonantal, 

which would presumably exclude glides as well as vowels. 

Whether this is correct or not is simply not clear at this 

time • 

Special Problems 

In this section special problems in English phonology 

relevant to the verbal system, especially the copula, are 

discussed. 

Auxiliary contraction. In auxiliary contraction, the 

verb form dominated by the AtJX symbol is reduced to the 

status of a suffix to whatever precedes it, typically the 

subject NP. In such forms—which Bloch (19i{.7:2£2) calls 

"atonic verbs"—the vowel is reduced and often lost. Since 

three of the forms subject to this process are forms of the 

copula and since the whole set of contractable forms is 

crucial to the Labov theory of be-less sentences in Black 

English, the set is defined here in some detail. For each 

contractable verb form, a sentence containing the contracted 

form is given. 

(39) is [Ml 2 mae a] [paets mae a] 

(ltO) am [ajmsaed] 

(1+1) are [Ba boyzar mae d] Jjfr ehr mae d] (i.e., they're) 

(lj.2) have jlte b^yzav traydj [wiyv traydTJ 

(1+3) has jbilz leftj Jj>ae ts leftj 
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( W had [pae tsd left"] fiiyd left] 

( W will [paetal gow] [wiyl gow] 

(¥>) would [paetad gow] [wiyd gow] 

Since these foms all contain underlying lax vowels, the 

vowels reduce to [VJ when unstressed. Initial glides [V] 

(in will/would) and [h] (in the forms of have) elide. Loss 

of the vowel itself is governed by two different principles. 

The final /z/ in is_ and has seems to operate in precisely 

the same way as the /z/ suffix. The vowel may he lost en-

tirely just when the recipient formative at the left ends in 

any segment other than a sibilant, i.e., the same environment 

calling for the insertion of a reduced vowel in Rule (P II4.) 

above. Once the vowel is gone, the /z/ assimilates in voice 

to the preceding segment, as in (P lj?) above. For the other 

forms, the vowel is lost only when preceded by a vocalic 

nucleus. This suggests strongly that the rule of contraction 

must eliminate one but not both of the instances of /#/ 

separating the two morphemes, so that Rules (P ll|.-l̂ ) as 

presently formulated can account for them. 

Negative contraction. As pointed out earlier, negative 

contraction is a syntactic option, mutually exclusive, inci-

dentally, with auxiliary contraction. All verb forms domi-

nated by AUX are subject to this rule: finite forms of be, 

have, do, and the modalso Certain of the stems undergo 

idiosyncratic consonant elisions and vowel shifts, e.g., 
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will/won't. The suffix n't is best represented lexically as 

/nt/. Then Rule (P 16) above inserts Where needed, The 

contracted forms of be are as follows: 

(JLt-7) isn11 JjLzant] 

aren't [ahrnt] 

wasn' t ^wazantj 

weren' t ^WArntj 

The form ain't is also properly a member of this set, but it 

requires special attention. Formally, it is the contracted 

form of am not, but in those dialects in which it is used, 

it also takes the place of isn't and aren't. Though many 

would argue that it is a vulgarism and thus not properly a 

part of Standard English, the form is in the "recognition" 

grammar of all speakers of all dialects, and most speakers 

of Standard English occasionally use the form. Its deriva-

tion is something of a puzzle, but the most plausible ex-

planation is to assume that, despite its distribution 

syntactically, it is derived from the representation 

/aem+nt/. The [m] elides, causing the preceding vowel to 

tense, to give the requisite phonetic [®yntj. Notice, in 

this connection, that the contracted form can11 regularly 

rhymes with ain1t for many speakers in this area, suggesting 

that it undergoes a similar derivation. 

One other feature related to negative contractions 

which is common to speakers in this area should be noted. 
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The four forms i an11, doe sn' t, hasn' t, and wasn' t are all 

subject to a rule which stops the voiced spirant before the 

nasal, producing the forms given in (ij.8): 

(14.8) isn11 [idantj 

doesn' t [dAddntJ 

hasn11 [hae dsntjj 

wasn1t |wad^ntj 

The same rule regularly applies to the pre-nasal spirant in 

business and, in quite rapid speech, the £vj in seven, pro-

ducing jjbidnisJ and £sebemj respectively. Notice that one 

consequence of this phenomenon is that hasn't and hadn't fall 

together phonetically. 

This chapter has described the occurrence of be. in Stand-

ard English. In addition, the total verbal system has re-

ceived some attention, and the auxiliary phrase in general has 

been described. A survey of the syntactic data was presented 

as well as a TG grammar which accounts for these data. Some 

competing theories for handling the same observations were 

also considered. Regular and irregular verb inflection was 

described, and a survey of generative phonological rules was 

presented. Certain problems in auxiliary and negative con-

traction were also examined. The following chapter considers 

the copula in Black English and the major competing theories 

about the phenomenon. 



CHAPTER III 

THE COPULA IN THE VERBAL SYSTEM OP BLACK ENGLISH 

In the study of Black English, considerable difference 

of opinion exists as to the status of the copula in the verbal 

system, and published accounts have tended to be contradictory. 

Some linguists such as Labov and Wolfram take a phonological 

approach, believing that phonological rules of contraction 

and deletion of the copula can account for the uses of be in 

the dialect. Closely associated is the modal-deletion theory, 

where modals also undergo the same phonological process as 

the copula to account for other uses of b£0 Pasold (1969) 

believes that will and would have a meaning not wholly dis-

similar to that of some uses in Standard English which, after 

the process of contraction and deletion, account for some 

structures of be in Black English. Other linguistic scholars 

maintain that aspect dominates tense in the system and that 

the verb be is characterized by a continuative or intermittent 

aspect. On the other hand, Bailey and Loflin subscribe to a 

theory of different deep-structure rules for Black English,, 

Unified-Language Hypothesis 

Most linguistic scholars consider Black English and 

Standard English to be variations of one language, having the 

same deep structure, despite the sometimes widely divergent 

60 
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surface structures. They maintain that either different 

syntactic rules or different phonological rules—or both--

account for the differences in surface structures0 

Phonological and syntactic explanation. Absence of 

the copula or auxiliary be_ (be-less constructions) is a common 

pattern in Black English, leading some investigators, such as. 

Bailey (I965J), to conclude that no copula or auxiliary b^ 

exists in the grammar. Other scholars insist that be is 

present in the deep structure, according various reasons for 

its absence in surface structures. Approaching the question 

from a phonological viewpoint, Labov (1969) discusses the 

copula in the verbal system and reports on the findings of 

several years' research,, Labov is unusual among linguists 

in his use of statistical analysis to arrive at his conclu-

sions. He bases his discussion on long-term studies of six 

male adolescent and pre-adolescent peer groups and twenty 

working-class adults from South Central Harlem. He finds 

copula absence in a variety of syntactic environments: 

(1) before predicate nominals 

(2) before predicate adjectives 

(3) before locatives 

(Ij.) before negative constructions of the above 

(5) before verb + ing constructions 

(6) before gon or gonna ("going to") (716-17) 
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On the other hand, he finds other environments in which forms 

of be_ regularly appear in Black English: 

(7) in past tense constructions (was and were) 

(8) in first person (I'm) 

(9) in it's, that's, and what' s ([is) , [fcaesj, [WAS]) 

(10) in constructions where be_ would follow a modal 
in Standard English or appear in the infinitive 
form (be) 

(11) in imperatives (be) 

(12) in emphatic constructions (is) 

(13) in yes-no questions (finite forms of be) 

(IJ4.) in tag questions (finite forms of be) 

(lj?) in clause-final position (i_s and are) 

(a) in elliptical responses 
(b) after ellipsis in comparative constructions 
(c) in embedded questions, after WH-attraction 

(719-21) 

Labov believes that the above evidence indicates the exist-

ence of an underlying copula and auxiliary be in the grammar 

of Black English which is deleted in specific environments. 

He then examines his evidence in order to determine by 

what kind of rule the finite forms of be are deleted. He 

hypothesizes that a transformational rule may delete the 

copula, or a separate set of rules may delete is and are, 

or a phonological rule may operate at a lower level in the 

grammar (721). He observes several signs of phonological in-

fluence upon the deletion rule. He identifies one general 
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principle of be_ deletion which, he believes, holds without 

exception: 

Wherever SE can contract, NNE can delete i_s and are, 
and vice versa; wherever SE cannot contract, NNE 
cannot delete is and are, and vice versa (772). 

According to Labov, the contraction rule 

represents the removal of an initial schwa before a 
lone consonant as in am, i£, are; have, has and had 
will be included after a general ruleremoves the 
initial h. . . . When contraction does operate to 
remove the schwa, we obtain a single syllable (727) 

a s they've, Labov points out that contraction occurs 

"only when the tense or type marker is incorporated in the 

verb or auxiliary" (727). His rule for contraction is 

written: 

--» (0) / • . • # # +T cl # # . . . (728) 

(The dots indicate additional "constraints" on contraction.) 

He considers deletion of the copula an inherent variable for 

all of his informants. 

The most important constraint on contraction and deletion 

in Black English which Labov finds is syntactic: whether 

or not the subject is a pronoun or some other noun phrase. 

The percentages of deleted and contracted forms are greater 

when a pronoun precedes the forms (730). He finds the least 

deletion and contraction taking place "before a following noun 

phrase; more occur before predicate adjectives and locatives; 
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both rules apply with even greater frequency before a follow-

ing verb with the progressive ing, and with the highest fre-

quency before the future form gonna" (731-32). His rule 

indicating that contraction is favored by a following verb 

and a preceding pronoun is 

9 — > ( 0 ) / [ / } P r o | # # [ t f j c j # # [kvb] ( 7 3 9 ) 

Labov observes that Black English has full and contracted 

forms, as well as deleted forms, but he finds the deleted form 

the most characteristic, whereas he finds it least typical 

in Standard English and in white non-standard English. 

Another significant variable Labov notes is the phono-

logical environment: whether or not the preceding element 

ends with a consonant or a vowel. A preceding vowel favors 

contraction, but he finds the exact opposite prevailing with 

the process of deletion. He concludes that both contraction 

and deletion are phonological processes. The deletion rule 

removes "a lone oral continuant," i.e., "[v] and [z], but 

not [d] or [m]," (7^6) and [v] favors deletion more than 

[z] . He emphasizes that [v] and [z] elide consistently 

when they occur before labial consonants. Consequently, 

I've been is a rare form in Black English. The deletion rule, 

he says, "appears as the removal of a lone oral continuant 

between word boundaries" (7^9)o He notes that the variable 

constraints show a high degree of ordering. 
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Dominance of aspect over tense. Another pattern typi-

cal of Black English is uninflected be, or use of the form 

be as a part of the main verb phrase. Fasold (1969) attempts 

to document the function and behavior of "invariant be" (his 

term for uninflected or suffix-less be_) in Black English and 

suggests an analysis. In addition to phonological differences, 

he finds that Black English is characterized by a dominance 

of aspect over tense. 

Like Labov, he, too, finds be appearing in the general 

environments in which is, are, am, was, and were occur in 

Standard English: before predicate nominals, predicate 

adjectives, past participles, locatives, and "certain types 

of prepositional phrases, and in the temporary aspect con-

struction be + verb + ing" (76it-). He gives as examples: 

Usually £ be_ the one that have to go find everybody (predicate 

nominal)j Most of the time they be up on the playground 

(locative) j Sometimes we .just be .joking (be + verb + ing) 

(76I4.) • He explains that no conjugated form of be_ can be 

substituted in the above sentences without changing the 

meaning,, Fasold maintains that the meaning of Black English 

be involves "repeated but not continuous occurrence" (76̂ .) 

and will be used in description of events which recur at 

intervals such as holidays or in activities which occur re-

peatedly but not continuously, such as games. 

Pasold hypothesizes that certain adverbs will co-occur 

with be_ forms if the meaning of be does involve events or 
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objects that are distributed intermittently over time. His 

data show that be_ occurs with a frequency adverb 25>.8 per 

cent of the time and 11.£ per cent with a when clause (767). 

Also the time adverbs now and right now are "most frequent 

with the present-tense concord bie forms" (768) and never 

occur with nonconcord be. He finds only four exceptions to 

the meaning type he proposes; two of them he considers errors 

of performance and the other two involve "a conceptual spread-

ing of a single event over a period of time" (768). 

Pasold also notes a large number of examples of the use 

of be which seem to indicate future meaning, and he notes 

that these be_ forms may involve the deletion of will and 

would through a phonological process. Many examples of 

Black English be sentences seem to confirm a will be or a 

would be meaning. However, in testing for the negative 

counterpart, Pasold elicits not only won't be and wouldn* t 

be but don't be also, indicating that phonological deletion 

of '11̂  and 1 d. cannot account for all Black English be sen-

tences (769). 

To determine that will and would do not underlie all 

instances of Black English be, Pasold uses an experiment in 

which the informant responds with a short affirmative sen-

tence (of the type _I know + Pronoun + Auxiliary) to a 

sentence such as He should do his work. The stimulus sen-

tence is given on tape and the informant responds on tape. 
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Fasold concludes that will and would are not sufficient to 

explain all the cases of uninflected be_ in Black English. 

Also, one informant explains the meaning of He be sick as 

"'He be sick means that he sick all the time, that every time 

you see him he's sick'" (772). 

The observations above lead Fasold to conclude that the 

Black English be forms are to be accounted for in two dif-

ferent ways. In most cases phonetic deletion of will and 

would accounts for the appearance of be; but in other cases, 

a meaning quite foreign to Standard English is intended with 

the use of be.~*~ 

Fasold believes that tense is optional in copula con-

structions of Black English. He sees no need to posit a 

special grammatical apparatus for Black English to account 

for the be_ phenomenon, "except to permit be_ to appear in 

main verb phrases without tense" (775)* He notes that such 

a construction is not possible in Standard English. 

Considering be_ as a non-tense main verb accounts for the 

absence of did be forms, explains Fasold, since did indicates 

past tense. This observation precludes do as a tense carrier 

in do be forms. He notes (773) that, with his informants and 

also with Wolfram's Detroit informants, do be forms are common 

but did be never occurs. He offers the following diagrams to 

^Labov (1969:718) notes that "two fairly important lexical 
items in NNE which verge upon the status of additional gram-
matical categories . . . CareD ^he habitual/iterative be, and 
the intensive/perfective done . . » 
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illustrate that be_ occurrences derive from the same lexical 

item, not from two separate lexical items, as some investiga-

tors suggest. 

Pred Phrase 

they 

be fPast] V 

work ing 

Figure 1. Phrase Marker for 
They are working. 

they 

Pred Phrase 

Modal be 

might work ing 

Figure 2. Phrase Marker for 
They might be working. 

they 

Pred Phrase 

want fPast] \ 

to be V 

work ing 

Figure 3. Phrase Marker for 
They want to be working. 

they 

work ing 

Figure Ij.. Phrase Marker for 
They be working. 

These analyses show, he believes, that Black English main verb 

be is the same as the form in infinitives and with modals. 
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Therefore, he finds attractive the analysis of do as a pro-

verb in every sentence which is deleted under certain circum-

stanceso He reasons that "tense affixes, if present, are 

attached to do if it is not deleted" (775). He goes on to 

explain that "if there is no tense in a Black English sentence, 

and if the conditions for do-deletion are not met, the do_ is 

retained without affix" (775>). He notes that this analysis 

leads to a question about the status of other verbs in the 

dialect which have no overt tense markers even though they 

are apparently in present tense. He remarks that the analysis 

ultimately leads to the whole area of the status of tense in 

Black English, a question as yet unresolved. He considers 

the meaning of he in Black English ("'subject or event dis-

tributed intermittently in time'") consistent with the non-

tense hypothesis. 

Other differences. Extending his investigation in 

"Some Grammatical Features of Negro Dialect" (forthcoming), 

Pasold maintains that the grammar of Black English has no 

Z suffix to mark the present tense of a verb when the sub-

ject is in the third person singular. Speakers do not care-

lessly leave off the Z suffix, he insists: it is simply 

not a part of the grammar of the dialect (3-lj.). Therefore, 

in auxiliary forms, one finds don1t for doesn't and have 

for has. The Z forms which do appear in black speech he 

calls hypercorrection or a partial learning of the grammar 

rules of a different dialect, i.e., Standard English,, 
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He notes additional phonological differences in the verb 

system. In Standard English {and in other varieties) the 

second member of a consonant cluster such as bd in rubbed or 

nd in burned may be omitted if the next word begins with a 

consonant, but if the following word begins with a vowel, both 

consonants must be pronounced, in Black English, however, 

Pasold maintains that the second member of the consonant 

cluster must be omitted if the next word begins with a con-

sonant, and it may be omitted if the following word begins 

with a vowel. Word-final -d may also be eliminated from verb 

bases ending in a vowel to give play for played, but these 

instances are less frequent. In verbs which end in £t̂ | or 

J j iJ , such as start, want, or need, the ED suffix (pronounced 

£id]) is rarely absent. Pasold notes that when these verbs 

are used "with infinitive phrases or with nominalized verbs 

started crying, He wanted jbo go). . . the i of id may 

be deleted. The verb then ends in dd or td which is then 

simplified to _d" (8). These two operations-—common to both 

Standard English and Black English—result, says Pasold, in 

sentences like "He stard crying and He wanda £o." He explains 

that in Black English the consonant cluster rule or the word-

final -cl elimination rule can apply which would result in 

sentences like She sta' singing and Mary en' U£ crying (8). 

These same verbs do not lose the ED suffix in clause-final 

position, says Pasold, explaining that sentences such as 
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Bill wanted to go, but he couldn't get the car ata' or Food 

was what John need do not occur (8n.). 

Fasold finds that in the majority of cases of irregular 

verbs, the past and present tense forms are differentiated 

by black speakers (9). However, Black English has some verbs 

which have the same form for present and past tense, whereas 

the same verbs in Standard English have irregular past forms. 

Say is not one of these verbs, though, according to Fasold. 

He contends that the [d] of said is removed by the word-final 

-d elimination rule. The pronunciation leads some observers 

to believe that the speaker has used [sey] for said. Fasold's 

explanation is inadequate and incompatible with the issue, 

however, for he fails to explain why we have [sey] for said 

rather than [se] . Presumably, he assumes that Black English 

has made this irregular verb regular, so that it is conju-

gated like play and pray. 

Fasold mentions also that the present tense forms of 

auxiliary have can be contracted in Standard English to 've 

and 1 su Concurring with Labov and his analysis of contrac-

tion and deletion, he perceives that have and has can be 

contracted and then deleted in Black English (9). Fasold 

also notices that Black English speakers select the past 

perfect construction more often and the present perfect con-

struction less often than do Standard English speakers,, 

He hypothesizes that Black English may contain no separate 
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forms for past and past participle; that is, there may not 

"be any irregular verbs which have different past tense and 

past participle forms. The past form is used most often 

but in some cases the past participle form is generalized 

for both functions, as in His taken it and He_ have taken it 

(10). He notes that some black speakers select one form 

for both constructions, whereas other speakers will use the 

other form for both functions. 

Fasold believes that a completive aspect is formed 

with the verb done and a past form of the verb, as in I_ done 

forgot what you call it (11). Been is also used by speakers 

to give a "remote time" aspect to constructions where the 

speaker "conceives of the action as having taken place in 

the distant past" (11), as in I been had it there for about 

three or four years. The been is used with emphatic stress 

"to doubly emphasize the total completion of an action," 

in some cases, says Pasold, not in every case as Loflin 

(1967:11) claims. Speakers of non-standard white English 

also employ the done construction, but he reports that only 

black speakers use been in this manner. He states that 

both constructions are rare in Northern cities, a statement 

difficult to evaluate inasmuch as he fails to state pre-

cisely how he arrives at his conclusion. 

Fasold notices that future is often indicated with the 

w o r d g°*ma, usually with jlŝ  and are deleted, as in He gonna 

£0. He reports that several phonological reductions of 
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gonna occur: "mana as in I'mana go, mon as in I'mon £o, and 

ma, I'ma go" (12).^ 

Considering future time constructions, Fasold observes 

that the contracted form of will is often deleted, especially 

when the next word "begins with a labial consonant, as in 

He miss you tomorrow. He comments that this usage has caused 

some investigators to assume that future is indicated by the 

main verb alone in Black English. Pasold points out that 

the contraction of will is often absent before be_ since it 

begins with a labial consonant. He maintains that speakers 

of Standard English will also use the form in sentences such 

a s SSL here pretty soon. In the contracted form of would, 

he notes that the [d] can merge with the [b] of be_ or be 

removed by the final -d. elimination rule. He calls this 

process another source for "invariant be" and notes its common 

occurrence in Standard English (13). 

The other source for uninflected be_, mentioned by Pasold 

in an earlier article (1969), is the occurrence of be_ with 

a meaning that Pasold refers to as "object or event distri-

buted intermittently in time" (13). He maintains that this 

use of be_ in Black English is the one that differs most 

radically from Standard English and is highly stigmatized 

socially (13). 

Unfortunately, in this article intended for general 
audience, it is difficult to determine what pronunciation 
he had in mind since he gives no phonetic representation. 
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Fasold also notices absences of be_ forms where Standard 

English speakers would use a present tense form of bje (lip. 

With first person subject, however, speakers use am or its 

contracted form. But speakers remove the contractions of 

have, has, will, and would. He asserts that the bê  forms 

are grammatically present but are removed by a pronunciation 

rule (ll)-). He offers no supportive evidence here for this 

assertion such as the tag questions discussed in his preced-

ing article. 

Like Labov (1969), Fasold discerns pronunciations of 

"iss, thas, and whas" (1$) for it's, that's, and what's. 

Fasold indicates that some speakers show no person-number 

agreement with forms of be: some generalize was for all 

past tense forms regardless of the subject, whereas is_ is 

used for present tense when the full form is used. However, 

he notes that some speakers generalize are or am as the 

present tense of be. 

For negation, Fasold finds ain't corresponding in some 

varieties of Black English to Standard English didn't. In 

negative forms of do, the initial £d~| is often lost and 

sometimes the second [dj merges with the [n], resulting in 

int for didn1t. Fasold hypothesizes that this form's 

similarity to ain't led to a merging of the two forms (16). 

Thus, ain't would be used in Black English where didn't 

would occur in Standard English. 
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Wolfram (1970) also discusses the differences between 

the phonology of Black English and that of Standard English. 

He bases his analysis on data from black speakers in Detroit, 

in Washington, D. C., and in Lexington, Mississippi. He 

examines three phonological phenomena which he considers 

among the most crucial in the controversy about the extent 

of differences between the speech of blacks and that of 

whites (7). He analyzes word-final consonant clusters, the 

apico-dental fricatives, and word-final voiced stops, par-

ticularly /d/. He asserts that Standard English and Black 

English are identical in their underlying representations 

(11). He finds the difference to exist on a surface phonetic 

level, not on an underlying phonological one. 

In word-final consonant clusters ending in a stop, he 

notes that the final stop is not realized on a surface level 

in Black English when both members of the cluster are char-

acterized by voicing or voicelessness. That is, this phe-

nomenon affects such clusters as [stj ih test, [sk] in desk, 

[nd] in ground, [la] in cold ([ko^]), and [kt] in act (9). 

But it does not affect such clusters as [itj in such words 

a s l>p] as in jump, [hfc] as in count, or [lp] as in 

^ (9). When the following word begins with another con-

sonant, Wolfram notes that the final member of the cluster 

is usually absent, as frequently happens in Standard English, 

a s i n t e s t car (10). When the following word is non-

consonantal, the final member of the cluster must appear 
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in Standard English, as in test eight, whereas in Black 

English it may be absent in this environment also. Wolfram 

posits an underlying cluster in Black English, however, 

because the majority of speakers have a [tj when a suffix 

beginning with a vowel is added, as in tester or testing 

(10). He mentions, on the other hand, a small group of 

pre-adolescents who do not have a full cluster even before 

suffixes beginning with a vowel. 

In his analysis of Black English phonology, he also 

examines word-final voiced stops that follow vowels, as in 

bed and mob. He states (10) that "Standard English voiced 

stops (and to a lesser extent, all obstruents) correspond 

to voiceless stops in Black English." That is, the words 

head, rob, and gig would in Black English be [he:*t], and 

[ra:p], and [pi:k](10). He explains that word-final voice-

lessness is "quite pervasive for some Black English speakers" 

(10). The length of the vowels, he says, acts as a distin-

guishing factor in two words such as pig and pick. The 

extra length of vowels before voiced obstruents is present 

in Standard English, where it is noncontrastive (Trager 

and Smith 19^1:19). In a generative grammar, a rule speci-

fying this feature of length would be placed near the end 

of the sequence of phonological rules. Chomsky and Halle 

(1958) give no account of such a rule, however, since they 

choose not to study this feature, which they include among 

prosodic features (329). At any rate, it is clear that the 
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two rules must be ordered with respect to each other, the 

vowel lengthening rule preceding the rule of final obstruent 

devoicing. 

Wolfram (1971) also reports on his study of. twenty-five 

black and twenty-five white children from the lower socio-

economic class of a rural area in Holmes County, Mississippi. 

All informants were between the ages of six and eight. He 

examines specifically those features which have been cited 

as supportive evidence both by investigators who adhere to 

the unified language view and by those who maintain that 

Black English and G-eneral American English have different 

deep structures. He finds the absence of Z with third person 

singular present tense forms to be characteristic of both 

black and white Southern speech (II4J4.) 0 Closer inspection, 

however, reveals that white informants alternate the absence 

of Z with its presence, whereas six of the twenty-five black 

informants have no Z_ third person forms whatsoever (llj.£). 

Statistically, he finds Z presence predominant for whites 

but Z_ absence predominant for blacks. Of the whites, per 

cent have Z presence in spontaneous conversation, whereas 

only 13 per cent of the black informants have Z_ presence 

(IJ4.5). Curiously, Wolfram ascribes the absence of Z forms 

in the whites to inherent variability ("we have inherent 

variability") but Z presence in the blacks to '"dialect 

importation"' (llj.£), statements which might be interpreted 

as revealing unconscious racism on Wolfram's part: i.e„, 
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blacks are too inferior to have inherent variability in their 

grammarj ergo, it must be dialect importation. He points to 

instances of hyper-correction on the part of blacks as evi-

dence of structural unfamiliarity (llj.6). Wolfram discounts 

the deep-structure theory on the basis that the difference 

is relatively superficial and does not involve a semantic-

grammatical distinction. He encounters similar data with 

respect to possessive Z_ suffix. 

Wolfram examines the absence of copula in the surface 

form in present tense since this feature is crucial to the 

controversy of black-white speech differences. His data show 

that copula absence is characteristic of both black and white 

Southern speech but that it does not operate identically in 

the two varieties (li|.8). His data indicate some aspects of 

copula absence to be unique to black dialects„ He finds 

whites exhibiting copula deletion when are would be the form 

expected, but he discovers low incidence when is_ would be 

expected. For example, They nice commonly occurs in white 

speech, but He nice does not occur. The copula absence of 

They nice seems to be a result of phonological deletion of 

[r], which is characteristic of Southern speech. His data 

do not support the notion of a deep-structural difference 

here, nor does he find evidence of "momentary" aspect as 

outlined by Stewart. He does, however, find confirming data 

on the use of be_ in Black English as a finite form indicating 

an habitual aspect as outlined by Pasold (1969). His white 
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informants exhibit no such usage. This specific point is 

the only difference in black-white speech that Wolfram finds 

to exist on a non-superficial level of language (l£l). 

Wolfram finds a speech difference to exist in the pro-

nunciation of word-final consonant clusters ending in a stop. 

He notes that the final member of a cluster is absent in 

Black English when both consonants share the feature of 

voicing or voicelessness, as in cold (but not colt), test, 

and desk (l£3)• In Standard English the final member of 

the cluster will be absent when the next word begins with a 

consonant, as in west Detroit, but not when the next word 

begins with a vowel, as in west end. In Black English, how-

ever, the consonant may be absent in both environments. The 

white children in Wolfram's Lexington study (1971) sometimes 

have absence of the final member of a cluster when the follow-

ing word begins with either a vowel or a consonant. However, 

they do not show absence when a suffix beginning with a 

vowel follows, as in testing. In contrast, the black inform-

ants show absence in this environment also. Adding suffixes 

beginning with vowels to words with s_ + stop clusters (such 

a s and sk) reveals no underlying cluster for some of 

the black children (l̂ lj.). This represents a departure from 

the observations made about Black English in Northern cities 

(lf>l4.)o He notes, also, that Black English plurals for _s + 

stop clusters are "formed as if the final segment were s,f 

(lj?3). As examples he gives the plurals of desk, wasp, and 
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teat: "deses, wases, and teses" (153). Unfortunately, 

since he gives no phonetic representation of the words, it 

is difficult to ascertain exactly what pronunciation he 

intended. 

Concerning the controversy about black-white speech 

differences, Wolfram concludes that both camps have some 

degree of accuracy in their positions. He finds that dis-

crete differences exist between the dialects but that these 

differences are not as great as had been reported in earlier 

studies. Close investigation reveals subtle differences not 

immediately apparent to investigators. 

Finally, two other linguists, Juanita Williamson and 

Lee Pederson, who deny that Black English is a separate en-

tity from General American English, also adhere to the 

unified-language theory about black and white speech dif-

ferences. Williamson (1968), noted black dialectologist who 

insists that blacks and whites share identical speech pat-

terns, provides little more than lists of selected speech 

features of her informants as supporting evidence for her 

beliefSo She identifies the zero copula (be-less sentence) 

as being characteristic of Southern speech and not limited 

to Black English. As evidence (1970), she offers examples 

from passages in novels and articles by white Southern 

authors which reveal the feature. She makes no mention of 

the uninflected be phenomena noted by many other investiga-

tors of Black English. Apparently she has not observed the 
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pattern in black nor in white speech. (None of the other 

investigators have observed it in white speech either.) 

Similarly, Lee Pederson (1961+) only lists selected features 

of the speech of his informants in Chicago and makes rather 

generalized statements about his evidence. 

The Creole Hypothesis 

Some dialectologists claim that Black English and 

Standard English have different deep structures because they 

differ in origin,. Beryl Bailey (1965>) claims a deep struc-

tural relationship between Jamaican Creole and Black English, 

ascribing differences to a lack of identical development in 

the two systemso Emphasizing the importance of her assertion, 

she states: 

I would like to suggest that the Southern Negro 
•dialect' differs from other Southern speech because 
its deep structure is different, having its origins 
as it undoubtedly does in some proto-creole gram-
matical structure (i}.22). 

Rather than compare the "dialect" with Standard English, she 

recommends that investigators look into the system itself 

for an explanation of "seeming confusion of persons and 

tenses" (I4.23) -

Referring to the phenomenon of code-switching, she 

comments on the difficulty of obtaining informants who do 

not switch codes to suit the occasion. She notes that 

generally pre-school children, elderly people, and back 
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country illiterates use a dialect without code-switching. 

For the Black English of her study, Bailey uses the hypo-

thetical language of the narrator Duke in The Cool World. 

She finds absence of copula in the surface form (1) before 

adjectives, (2) before nominals, (3) before adverbs and 

preposition phrases, and (L(.) after the expletives there and 

it (lj.2i|.), paralleling findings of investigators in the pre-

ceding section. Comparing the rules for Standard English, 

for the Black English of Cool World, and for those of 

Jamaican Creole, she perceives that Standard English requires 

some form of be in all non-verbal predications, the Cool 

World dialect requires no copula with predicates, and Jamai-

can Creole has "a more complicated system, with zero before 

adjectives, an obligatory a before nominals, and a de_ which 

is often deleted before locatives" (I4.25). 

E JC CW 

(Adj) 
P be + <Nom 

[Locj 

f 0 + Adj) (Adj^ 
P a + NomJ. P -> 0 + ̂ Noml 

(̂de) + LocJ KLocJ 

Her analysis reveals a verb form without tense markers but 

also specific marked forms which are past and future: the 

use of was for events "completely in the past," been for 

events "from the past up to and even including the present 

moment" {\\2$), She considers be_ a simple future and gonna 

the "intentional future" (I4.25). 
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Bailey acknowledges the limitations of using the hypo-

thetical language of The Cool World as the corpus for her 

study and recognizes the impossibility of answering many 

questions raised by her investigation. To avoid the dis-

trust often encountered by white investigators of Black 

English, she advocates training native speakers of Southern 

Negro speech as field workers in order to elucidate some of 

the problems. 

Like Bailey, William Stewart (19̂ 7:i|l|-8) subscribes to 

the theory that present-day Black English is derived from 

an early Creole variety. He cites a passage from a book, 

The Family Instructor, published in 1715 in London, to 

illustrate his points. He notes an early example of the 

use of the verb be which parallels observations made today 

about the use of suffix-less be, a usage which has no equiva-

lent to the Standard English be verb: Me be born at Barbadoes 

(ljlj.8). He also cites an example of copula absence in a 

passage from a play produced in 1776 in Philadelphia: Me 

mass a name Cunney Tomsee (IjJpO). 

Stewart hypothesizes (i^O) that the "pidginized English" 

did not originate in the New World but originated as a 

lingua franca in the trade centers of the West African coast. 

As the New World Negro population increased, the pidginized 

English "became the creole mother-tongue of the new genera-

tions," Soon, Stewart says (l+jpl), many Negroes who were 

able to get an education or who had access to the master's 
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house acquired a standard variety of English. Then after 

the Civil War, with the "breakdown of the slavery system, 

the language of the blacks lost many of its creole charac-

teristics and took on more features of the local white 

dialectSo Stewart contends (lf5>2) that present-day non-

standard features of Black English may be due to influence 

of white non-standard dialects on these speakers or on 

their ancestors, or the features may be due to a survival 

of creolisms of the older speech variety. 

Stewart points out (I4.52) that other features of Black 

English that differ from Standard English may be as old as 

African and European settlement in the New World. There-

fore, the usage may be not only widespread but also quite 

well-established. He refers specifically to the practice 

of black speakers making grammatical and semantic distinc-

tion with the verb be. He notes that be-less constructions 

such as "he busy" and "he workin" have the meaning of "'he 

is busy (momentarily)'" and "'he i_s working (right now) 

(1̂ 52). Uninflected be sentences such as "he be busy" and 

"he be working" he assigns the meaning "'he is (habitually) 

busy'" and "'he is working (steadily)'" (l±%2). Stewart 

points out that Standard English be does not have this 

aspect but that the distinction in Black English goes back 

well over a century, according to examples in literature of 

the early nineteenth century. This habitual aspect of the 

verb be_ in Black English noted by Stewart parallels Pasold's 
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observations. Pasold assigns a meaning of "repeated but not 

continuous occurrence" (1969:761-1-) or "subject or event dis-

tributed intermittently in time" (forthcoming:13) to unin-

flected be_ sentences. (Pasold's term is "invariant be.") 

Dillard (1967) joins Stewart (1967) and Bailey (196£) 

in perceiving a relationship between Creole speech and Black 

English. He notes that creolists have discovered "one of 

the major defining characteristics of Afro-American (and 

Creole) dialects . . . to be dominance of aspect over tense 

in the verb system" (7). He notes, like Stewart and Pasold, 

that in the sentences "He there" and "He be there," the dif-

ference is duration of action, not past or present action, 

He there co-occurring with the adverb right now and He be 

there co-occurring with the adverb all the time. Dillard 

calls the verb system of Black English quite complex, con-

taining forms considered bizarre by speakers of Standard 

Englishe 

Dillard theorizes that black adolescents partially give 

up their early verb paradigm when they enter "mainstream 

American society" (7), either forgetting it completely or 

reserving it for certain audiences. One of the features of 

the dialect which speakers do not give up when they master 

Standard English, Dillard observes, is the "zero copula" or 

be-less sentence such as He there„ He reasons that this 

construction is retained with little stigmatism since it is 

not noticeably different from the speech of whites who lightly 

articulate an [s] in He' s there. 
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In another article Stewart (1968) reaffirms his belief 

that present-day Black English exhibits structural traces of 

a creole predecessor. Emphasizing the significance of such 

an origin, he explains that Black English is "in some ways 

more deviant from Standard English than is the non-standard 

speech of even the most uneducated American whites" (l|-5>5). 

In the earlier article Stewart (19&7) documents the use of 

creole English "by native-born American Negroes during the 

colonial and ante-bellum periods" (1968 :\\$%). Stewart next 

compares written samples of Negro dialect from the Civil War 

or Emancipation with Black English today. He recognizes many 

changes but also notices many similarities as well. He finds 

evidence that the "functional and lexical vocabulary" (ij.56) 

during the past century has almost completely "de-creolized." 

Characteristics which were common in early attestations of 

slave speech became rare "in even the more non-standard speech 

of Negroes born after Emancipation" (I+£6). He cites as exam-

ples been as a marker of past action ("with no basic distinction 

between preterite and perfect") (I4.56), as well as 

undifferentiated pronouns for subject and object 
(e0g. me, him, and dem also as subject pronouns and 
we also as an object pronoun), a single subject 
pronoun form (usually him or he_) for masculine, femi-
nine and neuter in the third person singular, -um 
(or -am) as a general third person (all genders and 
numbers) object suffix, no as a verbal negator, and 
for as an infinitive marlcer . . . , 

However, structural and grammatical differences between Black 
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English and Standard English still exist, causing learning 

difficulties for black students. These students fail, says 

Stewart, because of inefficient teaching methods. He de-

plores the lack of understanding exhibited by teachers as 

well as by prominent dialectologists in their refusal to 

recognize differences between black and white dialects. Ac-

cording to Stewart, such differences exist mainly in syntax, 

not in "vocabulary or lexicophonology (i.e., word forms)" 

(I4.63). The original Creole syntax is still intact, he be-

lieves. 

To illustrate that some syntactical and grammatical 

features of Black English are "structural vestiges of an 

earlier plantation creole," he compares semantically 

identical sentences from Standard English (STE), White Non-

standard (ms), Non-standard Negro Speech (NNS), and Gullah. 

STE: We were eating—and drinking, too. 
WNS: We was eatin'--an' drinkin1, too. 
NNS: We was eatin'--an' we drinkin', too. 
G-UL: We bin duh nyam—en' we duh drink, too. (^63) 

In Stewart's opinion, the syntactical similarity of the Non-

standard Negro Speech and the G-ullah sentences seem to 

reveal a close relationship between the two dialects. Stewart 

emphasizes that improvement in teaching will not be realized 

until these differences between the dialects are taken into 

account by educators. He advises obtaining exact information 

about the grammatical system of Black English before 
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pedagogical problems can be approached. The reluctance of 

many black leaders to recognize or admit the existence of 

language differences he ascribes to the disturbing correla-

tion found between language behavior and socio-economic and 

ethnic stratification. 

Although Loflin (1971) does not ascribe to the creole-

origin theory of deep-structure differences between Black 

English and other dialects, he does agree with the foregoing 

creolists that there are significant differences in the deep 

structures of the two dialects. He attempts to construct a 

set of rules to explain the auxiliary structure of the verb 

in Black English. He notes that research suggests some dif-

ferences cannot be accounted for by low-level rules. 

Loflin maintains (k.29) that Black English has no per-

fective form (have + EN) comparable to that of Standard 

English. He classifies as ungrammatical in Black English 

such sentences as You've already eaten and You've already 

ate. He also notes an absence of nominalizations involving 

have + EN, as in His having bought the bicycle,, He concludes 

that have + EN is absent from simple sentences, negatives, 

questions, and nominalizations. This observation requires 

that Perf be excluded from the grammar. Loflin emphasizes 

that this omission "from the category sub-component of the 

base is, in effect, a claim that the deep structures of NNE 

[Black English]] and SE [standard English] are different" 

( J + 2 9 ) . 
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Loflin's study includes an analysis of the use of be_ 

in Black English. He notes that the two time adverbs right 

now and every time select different tense markers in Black 

English. Substituting one for the other "produces ungram-

matical sentences" (1̂ .32). Consequently he treats be_ as the 

realization of a tense comparable to ijj and was. This treat-

ment is expressed in these rules (I4.32) : 

Aux ^ Aux^ (Imperf) 

Aux-j_ ^ (M) Tense 

Imperf ^ Be + Ing 

fpres 
Tense ^ <Past 

(A-Temporal 

"A-Temporal" is a term Loflin uses to account for the non-

present tense category of be (i+39). He notes the inherent 

ambiguity of the sentence They be dancing with each other 

(referring to a past event) and uses an "A-Temporal" tense 

category to account for "the potential pastness, futurity, 

and continuativeness" of be_ in the sentence ()[)[Q). 

For the auxiliary structure of Black English he proposes 

the following hypothesis (1+32) : 

Aspect ^ ^G-enr 
|Non-Genrj 

Non-Generic ^ fPerf ~) 
(Imperf J 

Imperfect ^ Tense + In 
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Tense ^ (Pres 
' A-Temp( 
DPI 
IPI 

Pres = Present 

A-Temp = A-Temporal 

DPI = Definite-Past-Imperfect 

Rule #1 of his grammar rewrites Aspect "as consisting of two 

mutually exclusive categories": generic and non-generic 

(I1.3I4.) • The grammatical category is necessary, he believes, 

in order to account for "the set of zero marked verbs which 

are negativized and interrogativized different from the ed 

marked verbs" . 0 • (I4.38) • 

Loflin's analysis has several weaknesses. In the first 

place, his observations are based on the speech habits of 

one fourteen-year-old informant, yet from this information 

he makes generalizations about the entire grammatical system 

of Black English. In addition, he uses as examples of un-

grammatical Black English structures many sentences that are 

ungrammatical in non-standard white English also; i0e., non-

standard white speakers do not use sentences such as You've 

already eaten or nominalized forms such as His having bought 

the bicycle. 

The differences between the creole hypothesis just de-

scribed and the unified-language hypothesis outlined earlier 

are so great that it seems impossible that they can be 
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reconciled. Proponents of the unified-language hypothesis 

maintain that the differences in surface structure result 

from the application of different rules, either different 

syntactic rules, different phonological rules, or both. 

Underlying equivalent sentences in white and Black English, 

however* are identical deep structures. In the Creole hypo-

thesis, on the other hand, surface differences are the result 

of deep-structure differences. What the Creole hypothesis 

must explain, however, is why sentences from Standard English 

(and from other varieties) and Black English should be so 

similar. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESUME OP FINDINGS: SYNTAX 

Be in Dallas Black English occurs in a wide variety of 

syntactic environments. It appears in the same environments 

as that of Standard English and non-standard white English, 

as well as in other positions peculiar to Black English alone. 

Be as a. Main Verb 

As a main verb, be in Dallas Black English occurs regu-

larly in the three principal positions in which it is found 

in General American English: 

(1) before predicate adjectives: 

A freshman is conscious that the majority 
of the class is white. (college student) 

(2) before predicate nominals: 

Those are the ones, (college student) 
He's a good man. 

(3) before locatives: 

It's in the book. (college student) 

However, the informants with the most education, i.e., those 

with some college education, use forms of be in this manner 

more frequently than do younger or less educated speakers,. 

92 
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Other Forms of be 

Forms of be_ also appear regularly in other positions 

common in General American English: (1) before verb + ing 

constructions, (2) before gonna ("going to"), (3) in con-

structions where be_ would follow a modal or appear in the 

infinitive form, and (I4.) in clause-final position. 

(if) before verb + ing constructions: 

a. They were screaming. (8-year-old) 

b. She was staying all night. (6-year-old) 

c. I'm paying for it. (15-year-old) 

(5>) before gonna: 

a. I was gonna be sick. (college student) 

b. I was gonna playe (10-year-old) 

(6) in constructions where be_ would follow a modal 
or appear in the infinitive form: 

a. He couldn't be running. (7-year-old) 

b. I'd rather be here. (20-year-old) 

c. He'll probably be the captain of the 
football team. (college student) 

(7) in clause-final position: 

a. And 1 know how my father is. (college student) 

b. I don't know what kind of dog it is. (10-year-
old) 

c. [Who's the smartest boy in your class?]]*"'' They 
say I am. (10-year-old) 

'""The question of the field worker which elicited the 
citation form is sometimes shown in brackets preceding the 
answer to help establish context. 
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In General American English, strong co-occurrence re-

strictions exist between the subject NP and the predicatives: 

NP's must agree with the subject in number, abstractness, 

animateness, and, in general, gender. However, the co-

occurrence restrictions between the subject NP and the pred-

icatives are not as strong with regard to number agreement 

in Dallas Black English as in General American English. This 

principle holds for non-standard white English also. 

(8) a. You was scared, wasn't you? (10-year-old) 

b. He just looked at us like we was crazy. 
(college student) 

c. We was in a line. (16-year-old) 

d. They was keeping this little girl. (8-year-
old) 

In past tense, all speakers of Dallas Black English, regard-

less of age or education, use was far more often than were 

with plural subjects. But some constructions with were do 

appear, usually in the speech of informants who are better 

educated. Note example (9) below. 

(9) People that I didn't even know were coming up 
and speaking to me. (college student) 

Be-less Sentences 

Although speakers of Dallas Black English use the pre-

ceding forms frequently, be-less structures are a more 

common pattern in the dialect, occurring in a variety of 

syntactic environments: 
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(10) before predicate nominals: 

a. She a little girl, (ll^-year-old) 

b. He a Mayflower truck driver. (6-year-old) 

c. He the first one at that police station 
last night, (college student) 

(11) before predicate adjectives: 

a. That crazy man, he kind of funny. (15>-year-
old) 

b„ Sometime they funny, sometime they not. (10-
year-old) 

c. They kind of fat. (college student) 

d0 You right! (college student) 

(12) before adverbial phrases: 

a. They not on the stuff [marijuana], (college 
student) 

b. She about my size. (11-year-old) 

(13) before verb + ing constructions: 

a. They still wasting money (on the space program], 
and we down here starving. (16-year-old) 

b. She always getting her lesson. (9-year-old) 

c. They [policemen] think you one of the guys 
that going out with white girls. (college 
student) 

(11|) before gonna: 

a. Tomorrow they gonna be by they self, (college 
student) 

b. You gonna be teaching? (college student) 

c. They gonna pay the doctor? (^0-year-old con-
struction worker) 
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This speech pattern occurs with plural verbs in relaxed 

General American English also, particularly in some jr-less 

Southern dialectso Contraction and deletion rules operate 

to remove the verb. For example, They are not on the stuff 

contracts to They're not on the stuff, and then the [r] of 

they' re is deleted, giving [Sea]. You all right? is another 

structure frequently encountered in relaxed General American 

speech, which is similar to the questions above in (llj.). 

Note that in the illustrative sentences in (10) — (lij.), be-

less structures appear with both singular and plural HP's. 

Wolfram, in discussing his study of twenty-five black and 

twenty-five white children from Holmes County, Mississippi 

(1971:15>1), reports that copula is absent with white speakers 

when are is the expected form but not when is_ would appear. 

He finds that sentences like They nice occur frequently in 

the speech of some whites, but a sentence such as He nice 

does not occur* Therefore, he attributes sentences like 

They nice by white speakers to the deletion of [V], which 

is characteristic of Southern speech. In Dallas Black 

English, copula absence in the surface form occurs regularly 

when are would be the expected form as well as when is_ would 

be expected to appear in Standard English. Note the sen-

tences in (10), (11), and (13)• Apparently, the absence of 

be in Black speakers is not due simply to r-deletion. 

Labov's general rule—which specifies that wherever 

Standard English can contract, Black English can delete is 
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and are; and wherever Standard English cannot contract, Black 

English cannot delete i_s and are—is borne out in this study 

also. The answers supplied by the informants for the tag 

sentences in one of the pseudo-tests administered show under-

lying forms of be that have been contracted and deleted. In 

the test sentence 

(lj?) She here, I know . 

all of the informants except one answered she is. (The one 

exception was an anomalous she are.) In the sentence 

(16) You going to get in trouble, I know . 

the majority of the students answered you are. Again, in the 

sentence 

(17) My brother, he bigger than you, I know 

the answer provided was he is. 

Uninflected be 

Another speech pattern which is quite common in Dallas 

Black English but does not occur in General American English 

is the suffix-less be pattern or use of uninflected be_ as 

the main verb. This speech characteristic reveals itself at 

all ages and educational levels of the black community, though 

it is more widespread in younger children and in adults with 

limited education. Only those few blacks who speak impeccable 
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Standard English fail to use the uninflected be. sentence. It 

seems to be one pattern which persists even in the speech of 

blacks who succeed in erasing all other traces of the dialect 

from their language. A college professor (Ph.D. in counseling) 

unconsciously falls into the pattern in relaxed conversation, 

and college students often "correct" themselves in midstream 

when they inadvertently use the verb in this way. 

(18) a. We just be out there doing nothing, (college 
professor) 

b. I won't go up there, but I be with — I run 
with [run around with] my little brother. 
(college student) 

c. The average white that's going to school now 
be trying --well, I don't know whether they 
are trying --to be in the know possibly. 
(college student) 

Uninflected be occurs in the same principal positions where 

inflected be_ is used in Standard English. Note its appear-

ance in the following syntactic environments: 

(19) before predicate nominals: 

a. I be one --sometimes I be the only one [black] 
in there. (college student) 

b. . . . and they be the mama's. (12-year-old) 

(20) before predicate adjectives: 

a. They be this big. (10-year-old) 

b. I be scared. (6-year-old) 

(21) before locatives: 
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a. He be right here at Piano, (college student) 

t>. We be outside. (8-year-old) 

Co That's why we be off in those little corners, 
(college student) 

d. Long as you be here, I be here. (30-year-old 
janitor) 

(22) before verb + ing constructions: 

a. I be running --I run around with some of the 
guys, (college student) 

b. I just be sitting around the house, (i^-year-
old construction worker) 

Co These little old groups that be carrying around 
downstairs, . . . they just be rapping about 
everyday things, (college student) 

Many instances of the use of uninflected be seem to 

indicate future meaning. Will or would is deleted after con-

traction by a phonological process. 

(23) a. When I get to ETSU, that's when I be ready. 
(college student) 

b. I train because I know they be ready for me. 
(28-year-old boxer) 

Co I don't know when she be coming home, (apart-
ment house assistant manager) 

d. She wants us to be the daddy's and they be the 
mama's. (12-year-old) 

A tag question on the pseudo-test revealed an underlying 

will for such sentences. For the test sentence 

(2I4.) He be here pretty soon, I know 
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the children supplied he will* (An exception was he better.) 

Still more examples involve a meaning of remoteness or un-

reality associated with the modal would, but with would 

or will absent because of phonological contraction and dele-

tion rules: 

(2£) a. It be best for us to just go tell the police, 
(college student) 

b. It be different, but all the long-hairs, they 
[the police] don't say nothing to them. 
(college student) 

c. [What happens if a snapping turtle bites you?J 
He wouldn't get time to catch me: I be gone! 

d. In the event they be moving at the same rate, 
, . . (college student) 

e. Like, if I be rapping to a brother, . . . 
(college student) 

As pointed out in Chapter III, several investigators have 

noted that uninflected be_ in Black English involves a meaning 

of habitual occurrence. This particular meaning represents 

the greatest frequency of occurrence of uninflected be for 

the informants of this study. Here again, the contracted rem-

nants of will and would are deleted. 

(26) a. They [boys and girls -who start going steady 
in elementary school] be married before their 
sophomore year, (college student) 

b. He wake up early in the morning and my auntie 
be up here. (8-year-old) 

c. When you wash them [new pants] , they be up to 
here [they shrink up] „ (1^-year-old) 
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d. Sometimes I be racing for money and sometimes 
I be racing for fun. (19-year-old unemployed 
high-school graduate) 

Fasold (forthcoming:12) notes that the 'II contraction 

of will can be eliminated, especially if the next word begins 

with a labial consonant, as in He miss you tomorrow. There-

fore, it is often absent before b£ because be_ begins with a 

labial consonant. Also, he notes that the 'd. contraction of 

would merges with the jjb] of be or is removed by the final 

-d elimination rule. In the examples below, an adverb which 

does not begin with a labial consonant intervenes before the 

M and yet the pattern is still consistent in these examples: 

the '_d or '11_ is not present. 

(27) a. I'd give some of it [a million dollars] to 
Mama and Dad so they always be thankful to 
me. (13-year-old) 

b. [white men come to the ghetto for only one 
reason:] They just be looking for a woman. 
(28-year-old white-collar salesman) 

In a number of other examples, the customary or habitual 

aspect is apparent, but an underlying will or would seems 

to be absent. 

(28) a. They just be at the pool this year. (10-
year-old) 

b. [what time do you get home from school?] 
It be about three-twenty when I get home. 
(10-year-old) 

c. They ["The Little Rascals"] be funny when 
I see them. (8-year-old) 
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d. (What do you do when you get home from 
school every day?3 
We be outside. (10-year-old) 

e. When it's dark, . . . I be scared. (6-year-
old) 

f. He be right here at Piano, (college student) 

g. I be going to summer school. (11-year-old) 

In sentence (28) £ a definite present tense is understood 

since the child was sitting in class (summer school) at the 

time of the statement. 

(29) My sister be down here, too. (9-year-old) 

In sentence (29) the meaning is "My sister is also here at 

school this summer." Often, adverbs of frequency are used 

with the verb or are understood because of the nature of the 

question or the passage preceding it. 

(30) a. He [Flip Wilson] always be G-eraldine. (7-
year-old) 

b. She [Flip Wi 1 son/Geraldine^ always be talking 
about her boyfriend name Killer. (8-year-old) 

c. I never be without my knife0 (L^-year-old 
with post-master's education) 

Note also sentences (28) b and d, which illustrate this same 

tendency. 

(31) That's what we be doing all summer. (l£-year-
old) 

In example (31) the reply was in response to a question about 
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how the informants had been occupying their time all summer. 

One speaker listed the activities of the group and then made 

the statement above. In other words, the meaning intended 

is: "That's what we did all summer," or "That's what we've 

been doing all summer." The habitual meaning for some cases 

of uninflected be_ noted by Fasold and Stewart is evidently a 

valid one. In the test for frequency adverbs coupled with 

uninflected be, the majority of the informants preferred the 

sentence with the adverb when faced with a choice. For exam-

ple, in the sentences 

(32) a. Every morning when I get up, they gone. 
b. Every morning when I get up, they be gone. 

a. We be rapping about different things. 
b. All the time we be rapping about different 

things. 

the informants preferred the second sentence in each set. 

Still other examples have no apparent underlying will 

or would and cannot be interpreted as habitual or iterative 

meaning. 

(33) a. They [puppies] be this big. (10-year-old) 

b. He be looking at that science stuff. (13-
year-old) 

Co This water be too cold, (college student) 

d. It seems like my head still be under water, 
(college student) 

e. My husband be sick when I left home this 
morningo (28-year-old) 
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f. My father be dead and be went to heaven. 
(2£-year-old hospital orderly) 

g. I be a need of some help. (2j?-year-old 
hospital orderly) 

The construction turns up with other verbs, also, with 

the will or would removed by contraction and deletion rules. 

These examples further indicate that will and would underlie 

many of the uninflected be_ sentences. 

Oil-) If I had a million dollars, I go buy North Park. 
(Ill-year-old) 

The following statement answered a query as to the favorite 

teacher of a fifth-grade student. He replied that the teacher 

he had had in the first grade when he was living in another 

town was his favorite. When asked what she did that caused 

her to be so well-liked, he replied: 

(35>) Every time a holiday come, she have a big 
party. (10-year-old) 

In response to the question "How would you like to travel if 

you went somewhere?" these statements ensued from a group of 

children: 

(36) a. I go by train. 

b. I go by car. 

To the query "Where would you go?" the children responded in 

this manner: 
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(37) a. I go aunt's house. (12-year-old) 

b. I go to Austin. (llj.-year-old) 

c. I go to Oak Cliff. (7-year-old) 

d. I go to California. (11-year-old) 

e. I say I go to Ft. Worth. (12-year-old) 

Another question, "If you had plenty of money, what would you 

do?" stimulated this response: 

(38) I buy a whole big school. (10-year-old) 

Another clear example of the underlying presence of will or 

would exhibits itself in this passage: 

(39) Every time he get through [doing a tap dance 
routine] , she'd do it; then he would do it 
again» (11-year-old) 

Absence of Z Suffix 

Another pattern revealing itself in Dallas Black English 

is the absence of the Z suffix to mark the present tense of 

a verb when the subject is in the third person singular. One 

investigator (Fasold, forthcoming:3-1+-) insists that the Z_ 

suffix is simply not a part of the grammar of Black English 

and that the Z_ forms which do appear in the dialect result 

from hypercorrection or a partial learning of the grammar 

rules of Standard English. In the speech of Dallas blacks, 

absence of the Z suffix is a common pattern. 
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(If.0) a. There go the ball! (2£-year-old) 

b. He stay just right behind the office here, 
(apartment house assistant manager) 

c. My mama wake me up at 5>:30. (12-year-old) 

d. When an instructor start talking about how 
the blacks were doing, that make the average 
black student back up. (college student) 

The pattern is prominent in the speech of all informants, 

regardless of their age or education. The phonological en-

vironment has little effect on the pattern. In sentences 

(I4.0) a.--d, a word beginning with a consonant follows the 

verb, but in the following examples, (ij.1) a and b, a word 

beginning with a vowel follows the verbo 

(I4.I) a. He work at a marble company. (8-year-old) 

b. The average black know it„ (Vietnam veteran) 

Have. With the verb have in Standard English, the 

addition of the Z suffix produces has, not haves. Therefore, 

absence of Z suffix in have results in have being used with 

third person singular subjects rather than has. The follow-

ing sentences illustrate this pattern: 

(lf-2) a. Everybody at school have respect for him. 
(college student) 

b. She have a cold„ (12-year-old) 

c. Have English 101 came in? (college student) 

d. His silence have enabled him to do this. 
(30-year-old) 
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e. No, he haven't moved, (apartment house 
assistant manager) 

g. He have a board that got a nail in it. 
(7-year-old) 

In the tag-question test given to fifth-grade students, a 

great many revealed an absence of has in their dialect. In 

the sentence 

(Lj.3) He been there before, I know . 

only a small percentage answered he has. One responded with 

he been there, and all the rest supplied he_ have. 

Usually in sentences such as (1+2) a., b, and f above, 

which involve the use of the verb have (or has) as the main 

verb meaning "to possess," Black English employs simply got, 

deleting—after contraction--the auxiliary have or has: 

(ll4) a. We got a dog. (10-year-old) 

b. He got sharp teeth. (6-year-old) 

c. He got a pretty good reputation. (college 
student) 

The attempt on the part of many blacks to modify their lan-

guage habits is apparent in the following illustration: 

(I}.5) But that's what they gotta —that's what they 
have to get straightened out. (college student) 

DOo Addition of the Z_ suffix to the verb do produces 

does, which in Standard English is the form required for 
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third person singular subjects. In Dallas Black English, 

this Z suffix is often missing, and do is the form usually 

heard rather than does. 

(I4.6) a. Sometimes it do pretty good. (j?0-year-old 
construction worker) 

b. What time do school take up? (10-year-old) 

c. Sometimes he do. (9-year-old) 

d. Kindergarten go early. First grade do, too. 
(8-year-old) 

e. {who counts the change?! She do. (7-year-
old) 

In the following passage, does was inadvertently suggested 

by the interviewer, but it had no effect whatsoever on the 

informant. 

(ij-7) [is he giving her a hard time? I believe he 
does.] He do! (9-year-old) 

Conversely, does is sometimes used with subjects other than 

third person singular: 

(I4.8) I does the dishes. (7-year-old) 

Say. The Z suffix is conspicuously absent in the verb 

say. Speakers of Dallas Black English generalize one form 

for the verb say. The Z suffix is not added for third person 

singular subjects nor is the ED suffix added for a past tense 

form. 
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(ij.9) say in past tense: 

a. She say she was tired. (llj.-year-old) 

b. Then Jack say, "You tell all your friends 
to hold back." (college student) 

c. One night David, he say he always get into 
trouble with his girl friend. (12-year-old) 

(50) say in present tense: 

I'm going to sign up [for the course] if she 
say I can take it. (college student) 

Addition of Z Suffix 

On the other hand, the presence of Z_ forms in positions 

other than with third person singular subjects also occurs. 

This characteristic is more evident in the speech of less 

educated informants than in that of the more educated speakers, 

(51) a. I's just got to have a B in this course. 
(college student) 

b. I puts it on, takes it off. (construction 
worker) 

c. See, I looks for --I be looking for a job. 
(unemployed high-school graduate) 

d. I usually gets there a little after eight-
forty. (10-year-old) 

e. Different days, different things comes on the 
channels. (10-year-old) 

Another construction encountered concerned the use of 

is with the first person pronoun. Double forms of be are 

used in this particular case: 

(f?2) My brothers ain't scared to go in the night, 
but I'm is. (7-year-old) 
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Note in the exemplary sentences that presence of the Z_ suffix 

occurs with greatest frequency with first person singular 

subject. 

Other Features 

A number of other syntactic features are also associated 

with Dallas Black English. 

Doubly-marked past tense forms. One of these character-

istics is a doubly-marked past tense form. The informant in 

the conversation below is a seven-year-old girl. 

( 5 3 ) My little brother, he'll [hiya] do anything. 

He hit me with a big old bat. 

Do you hit him back? 

No, I run. 

I'll bet you ran! 

I ranned upstairs. 

Note the pronominal apposition in (l|.9) .c and (53), which is 

common in Black English. 

Donec Another characteristic of Dallas Black English 

is the use of what some investigators have called "completive 

done." 

($k.) a. She had done ran away. (10-year-old) 

b. I done got too much Scotch. (middle-aged 
businessman) 
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c. He supposed to done be back, (college 
student) 

d. If you don't be done come through the line, 
I save you some. (30-year-old cafeteria 
worker) 

Notice, first of all, that the presence of a form analyzable 

as d£ + EN in the contexts exemplified completely wrecks 

earlier analyses of the English auxiliary phrase. Such a 

construction simply cannot be accounted for by any grammar 

we have studied. Further, observe that the word done may in 

all instances be replaced by the adverb already, a substitu-

tion which seems in every case, according to all informants 

queried on this matter, to preserve the meaning fully. I 

therefore conclude that done, in these instances, is not syn-

tactically a verb form at all but rather an adverb, which 

has historically derived from a verb form, just as the adverb 

maybe has. Indeed, the might in We might could do that is 

probably best analyzed in precisely the same manner, that is, 

as an invariant adverb. The one interesting restriction on 

the adverb done is that it apparently must occur in sentences 

with past tense suffixes. 

Negation. Another syntactical difference between Stand-

ard English and Dallas Black English lies in the method of 

marking negation. The use of don1t as a negative marker is 

a pattern which occurs consistently. 

(5>5>) a. I don't never get the pulley bone. My 
brother always do. (10-year-old) 
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b. Why don't you buy you no hot pants? (XI4.-
year-old) 

c. I do my lessons, but they don't always be 
right. (10-year-old) 

d. I don't be trying to use it [marijuana] or 
nothing. (college student) 

e. I don't be doing nothing. (college student) 

Notice here and in (£i|.) d above that don't frequently occurs 

with be. This is a significant difference between Standard 

English and Black English. As pointed out in Chapter Two, 

don't and be_ may be used in imperative sentences such as 

Don't be mean, but don't and be_ in non-imperative sentences 

never co-occur in Standard English. Conversely, the co-

occurrence of don't and be_ in non-imperative sentences is a 

regular pattern in Black English. 

Ain't is a negative marker which black speakers also 

use often, as do non-standard white speakers. 

(£6) a. The space thing ain't no big thing. (II4.— 
year-old) 

b. I ain't never got up at J?:30. (1^-year-
old) 

Negation is frequently doubly or multiply marked as in (££) 

a, b, and e_ and in (£6) a and b above. This multiple mark-

ing of negation is a pattern noted by many investigators of 

Black English and one shared by speakers of non-standard 

white English in such constructions as can't hardly and don't 

have no money. 
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It as expletive* It is constructions in Dallas Black 

English represent another syntactical difference between the 

dialect and Standard English. Whereas Standard English uses 

there as an expletive, Black English has it. 

(57) a. It's about forty-five blacks in school. 
Last year it was just two of us. (13-year-
old) 

b. It's so many of them, (college student) 

c. It's not hardly no white —any white kids 
over there. (10-year-old) 

Although There is constructions do occur, the I_t ijs struc-

tures appear consistently in Dallas Black English, though the 

pattern occurs more frequently in the speech of the younger 

informants. 

The data reveal that several syntactical differences 

exist between Standard English and Dallas Black English. 

Some differences are shared by non-standard white speakers, 

but others are restricted specifically to Black English. The 

lack of agreement between subject NP's and predicatives is a 

feature shared by many white speakers (though it occurs more 

frequently in Black English), as are the be-less structures 

such as You gonna pay the doctor? and They right here. Syn-

tactic features which are associated with Black English only 

are the be-less sentences which represent a deleted is; ab-

sence of Z_ suffix forms in verbs such as have, do, and say; 

presence of Z suffix forms with first person singular subjects; 
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the uninflected bie sentences, particularly those which specify 

an habitual meaning with the use of be. and those which use be_ 

as the finite verb where no deletion of will or would is ap-

parent; the co-occurrence of don't and be_ in non-imperative 

sentences; and the _it i_s variant of the expletive there is. 



CHAPTER V 

RESUME OP FINDINGS: PHONOLOGY 

Black English and Standard English exhibit many surface 

differences in phonology, enough—as pointed out in Chapter 

III—to lead some linguists to consider the possibility that 

the phonetic representations of the dialects may be derived 

from different underlying sources. With the question of 

underlying representation postponed for the time being, a 

consideration of some of the phonological properties of Dallas 

Black English follows, with special emphasis given to forms 

of be. 

Forms of be 

The informants of this study employ all eight forms of 

the verb be in their speech, and many of the phonetic forms 

that occur are identical to those heard in Standard English. 

In keeping with the fact that the dialect is characteristi-

cally r-less, the r-forms, i.e., are and were, are usually 

r-less, especially in weakly stressed positions. Be is 

typically [biy] , and being is either [biyin] or [biyan] 0 As 

noted in Chapter II, the ING suffix is realized as [iq] in 

most dialects of Standard English. For the majority of 

speakers in the Northeast Texas area—both black and white— 

this suffix is realized as [in]. Thus, predictably, the 

IIS 
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pronunciation [biyiijQ did not occur in the speech of any of 

the informants. Raising of front lax vowels before nasals is 

also characteristic of speakers of the area, with the vowel 

[©] typically raised to [ij . Consequently, for the inform-

ants of this study, been is always [bin], never [ben]. The 

forms being and been are relatively infrequent in the speech 

of the informants. Simple past and present forms of be_ (in-

cluding the uninflected be_ form) are more typical. Am is 

both [ae m] and [aedm]. The most common pronunciation for 

are is [ohraj , with [ohr] and [$] also occurring. Were is 

also usually r^-less, the most common pronunciation being 

[wdj. [jtfAr] does occur, however, and [wa'3"] is another vari-

ation. Was is typically [waz] , but [wi] is also heard. Is 

is simply [iz], occurring only in emphatic or clause-final 

positions. 

A number of other phonological features have been cited 

by various investigators as being crucial to the controversy 

about black-white speech differences. Some of these features 

are loss of final consonant, loss of post-vocalic liquids, 

pronunciation of the dental spirants, and devoicing. 

Loss of Final Consonant 

The final consonant in many words in Dallas Black Eng-

lish often is not realized on a surface level. 

Two-obstruent cluster. In a final cluster constituted 

of two obstruents, the second member of the cluster is 
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usually absent. In the cluster st, the final stop is not 

pronounced when it is followed by a word beginning with 

another consonant, as in last night: [lae s naytj . As noted 

in Chapter III, speakers of General American English (and of 

other varieties) may omit the second member of a consonant 

cluster if the next word begins with a consonant. But if 

the following word begins with a vowel, both consonants are 

typically pronounced. In Black English, however, the second 

member of the consonant cluster may be omitted regardless of 

what follows. For this particular dialect of Black English, 

then, Rule (P 19) in Chapter II above can be simplified by 

omitting the final segment (+cons) in the conditioning con-

text. This is one difference between the phonology of 

Standard English and Black English which has led some inves-

tigators to question the presence of an underlying cluster 

in Black English. For the informants of this study an under-

lying stop is apparent, for the cluster is pronounced when 

the word is in stressed position. For example, in the sen-

tence 

(1) She .just the one for our show! 

the stop is pronounced in the word .just. Another example is 

in the illustrative sentence below. The word lost is in 

clause-final position and is emphatic. 

(2) On television they had a contest [kantes] about 
who could eat the most [mows] ice cream, and he 
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was in the contest [kantes] , and he lost 
jjLDhst] , and when he got home they gave him 
a trophy for being the greatest fgreytisl 
brother in the world. 

Speakers occasionally realize a full cluster in one word and 

delete the stop in other words, as in the sentence below. 

The speaker emphasized the word shortest (note its semantic 

importance), which may account for the appearance of the [tj 

in that word. 

(3) The one that get the shortest [§oh:tistj [end 
of the pulley bone] get the wish, and the one 
get the longest [lohngis] be married first 
£f£rsj . 

Ordinarily, though, the final stop in this cluster is not 

pronounced even when the word following begins with a vowel: 

(I4.) a. . . . most important . . . [mows] 

b. . . . contest about . . . [kantes] 

This rule follows for all speakers, regardless of age or 

education. Only those blacks who speak Standard English 

consistently have a full cluster in the surface phonetic 

representation before a word beginning with a vowel. 

Although the examples above contain no illustrations 

of verbs, loss of final consonant in a two-obstruent cluster 

occurs in verbs also. As noted in Chapter II, when the stem 

of a verb ends in a voiceless obstruent other than /t/ or 

/d/, the suffix /d/ is realized as [tj . Following the 
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pattern observed in the words above, the final stop in the 

st cluster of the verb passed is not pronounced: [pae s] is 

the pronunciation heard, not [pae st] • In the verbs .jumped, 

watched, laughed, and locked, the final stop in the two-

obstruent clusters is not realized: the typical pronuncia-

tions are JjAmp} , [wac] , [laef] , and [lak] , not QjAmpt] , 

[wact] , [laeftj , or (jLaktTJ. 

The absence of the plural and possessive morpheme is a 

pattern that has been cited as common in Black English pho-

nology,, In words ending in the two-obstruent cluster ks, 

the final consonant is not realized in the surface pronun-

ciation by the informants of this study, regardless of 

whether the /s/ represents a separate morpheme or not. In 

the speech of a ten-year-old girl, Goldilocks becomes 

G-oldilock, and for another informant five books is simply 

five book, with the final consonant in the cluster missing 

in both cases, 

Sonorant-obstruent cluster. As in two-obstruent 

clusters, the final obstruent is typically lost also in 

sonorant-obstruent clusters. In the cluster nd, the final 

voiced stop is regularly not pronounced, regardless of 

whether a consonant or a vowel begins the next word: 

(£) a. second Jsekan] 

bo behind it [biyhayn] 
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c. end up [in Apj 

d. boyfriend [boyfrin] 

Occasionally the final /d/ will merge with a vowel beginning 

the following word: 

(6) . . . spend it „ . . [spendit] 

Some speakers drop the full cluster and nasalize the preced-

ing vowel: 

(7) a. sandwich [saewic] 

b. handcuff [heekAf] 

The general pattern for all speakers, however, is to simplify 

the cluster by dropping the final /d/. One way of describ-

ing this phenomenon is to generalize Rule (P 18) in Chapter II, 

VOICED STOP ELISION, so that it deletes any final voiced stop 

following nasal, and would thus delete /d/ from find at the 

same time that it deletes /b/ and /g/ from bomb and long re-

spectively. 

In the past tense form of verbs that have stems ending 

in /n/, the pattern is consistent, also. The final /d/ in 

the sonorant-obstruent cluster is not pronounced, even though 

it represents the past tense morpheme. 

(8) a. . . . turned the . . . [tArn] 

b. . . . skinned up . . . [skin Ap] 
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c. . . . burned out . » . [bArri] 

d. . . o happened on . . . [haepari] 

Similarly, in the cluster md, the final voiced stop is not 

pronounced in the past tense form of name: 

(9) a. Me and my cousin named Cheryl „ . . [neym] 

b. Geraldine and her boyfriend named Killer . . . 
[neym] 

In the cluster l_d, the final /d/ is seldom pronounced. 

(10) a„ cold [kowl] 

b. build [bil] 

c. old [owl] 

do hold [howl] 

The final /d/ in this cluster is also absent when it repre-

sents the past tense morpheme: 

(11) a. called Qcahl) 

b. boiled ftwhal) 

An exception to this rule occurs when the following word be-

gins with /%/o In this case, the ft/ of the following word 

is deleted or is replaced by d : 

(12) B.O . . . sold them . . . [sowlddny 

b. „ o o pulled the . . „ [puldaj 

Co o . o told that o . • [towld^ tj 
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This phenomenon is discussed further in the section on the 

pronunciation of dental spirants "below. 

The sonorant-obstruent cluster nt follows the same gen-

eral rules as the clusters noted above. The final stop is 

not pronounced, regardless of its phonological environment, 

that is, whether the following word begins with a consonant 

or a vowelo 

(13) a0 won't jwown] 

bo went [win] 

c • don' t [down] 

d. important [Impohtan) 

e„ haven't Jjhaevan] 

The exception to the rule occurs when the word is stressed, 

as in (li|.) below: 

(ll(.) I don' t! 

In the sonorant-obstruent cluster mz, the final conso-

nant is not pronounced in the word sometimes. nor in the 

phrase three times. 

(15) a. Sometime they funny, sometime they not. 

b. . . . three time . . . 

Single consonant. Even when a final consonant follows 

a vowel, it sometimes elides in this dialect, especially 

among younger speakers. It should be pointed out, however, 
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that this phenomenon has free variation among speakers of 

this dialect, for no speaker consistently omits the conso-

nant. The next word may begin with either a consonant or 

a vowel. Whether the final consonant is significant morpho-

logically is also irrelevant to the pattern. 

Two examples will serve as illustrations for words end-

ing in final /d/. In the word married, the final /d/ which 

represents the past tense ED morpheme is not pronounced: 

(16) married [mer^ 

Similarly, in the word "bed, the final voiced stop is not a 

separate morpheme, yet it is not pronounced either: 

(17) bed [be] 

Remember that many forms of uninflected be_ noted in Chapter 

IV can be accounted for by positing a rule that removes the 

contracted [d] of would. 

Pinal /z/ following a vowel tends to be absent in many 

words. Whether or not the /z/ represents a separate morpheme 

is indifferent to the consistency of the pattern., Bob Hayes— 

the black pro football player—becomes Bob Hay to a nine-

year-old boy, and a six-year-old child speaks of sleeping 

in her mama bed. Always is simply alway (compare with sorne-

times above), and mayonnaise in one informant's speech is 

[mae yney] . 
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Loss of Post-vocalic Liquid 

Another pattern characteristic of Black English phonol-

ogy is the loss of post-vocalic liquids.. The informants of 

this study exhibit absence of both post-vocalic /I/ and /r/ 

in their speech. 

Absence of /!/• Absence of post-vocalic /I/ may be 

noted in medial or in final position: 

(18) a. Delhi [de^hay] [name of a street where 
several children liv^ 

b. wall jwoh] , [woh3] 

Where /l/ makes up part of another morpheme, the pattern also 

holds„ The contracted form of she will for several inform-

ants is not [liy^i] , but with the [l] absent. An 

exception to the pattern occurs when a voiced alveolar stop 

follows the /I/, as in cold. In this case, the final [d] is 

deleted (as noted above) and the [l] remains. This general 

absence of [l] in the speech of many blacks supports the 

contention in Chapter IV that some forms of uninflected be 

result from the deletion of the contracted remnant of will. 

Absence of /r/. R-lessness is a prominent characteris-

tic of Dallas Black English and one in which the speakers 

differ radically from Standard English speakers (and from 

speakers of other non-standard varieties) of this area. Post-

vocalic /r/ elides in both unstressed and stressed positions. 
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(19) unstressed position: 

a. better [beta] 

b. mother 

c. spider jspayda] 

d. water [wata] , [wohtf] 

(20) stressed position: 

a. tired [tay:d] 

b. dorm [doh:m] 

c. hardly [ha:dliy] , [hahdliy] 

d. sorta (soh:ts] 

In stressed position, compensatory lengthening of the vowel 

which precedes the /r/ distinguishes a word such as tired 

above from tied. In words beginning with /r/ or in words of 

two or more syllables where the /r/ begins a syllable, the 

/r/ is pronounced. For example, compare the pronunciation 

of ever and every: 

(21) a. ever [evj] 

b. every [evri^] 

Other illustrations are: 

(22) a. prairie [preriy] 

b. general Qfimrdl] 

c. boring (bowrin] 

Compare the pronunciation for boring above with that for 
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bored; [jbow:d]. In the first case the [r] is present; in 

the second case it is absent. (Notice that the past tense 

morpheme is left intact.) In sonorant-obstruent clusters 

of rd, both elements of the cluster are sometimes deleted, 

regardless of whether the /d/ is a separate morpheme or not. 

(23) a. thundered [SAnds] 

b. drainboard [dreybowj 

c. mustard QiiAsta] 

(The second example illustrates also loss of a single conso-

nant and nasalization of the preceding vowel when a nasal is 

deleted.) 

J3-lessness is a pervasive pattern in Dallas Black Eng-

lish. This phenomenon is observable in unstressed syllables 

even among blacks who otherwise speak Standard English. 

At least one informant had intrusive in his speech. 

A college student inserted an [r] in the phrase saw about: 

[sohrabawt] . Another substituted an [rj for an [l] in the 

pronunciation of silent, giving [sayrant] . 

Dental Spirants 

In the case of the voiceless dental spirant, younger 

children often substitute a voiceless labio-dental spirant 

when it occurs in a final or an intervocalic position. 

Bathroom becomes [bae fruwm] , teeth becomes [tiyf] , and 

nothing is [nAfinj. This substitution does not occur in 
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the speech of older persons, but the /©/ sound frequently is 

replaced with a voiceless alveolar stop in their speech in 

the word with: [wit] • A young informant made this same sub-

stitution in the word arithmetic, and an older one in the 

word month: 

(2lj.) a. [ritmatik] 

b. [mAnt] 

Another young informant said QjArtiyo] for thirteen and gave 

the names of two relatives as [timatiy] (Timothy) and 

[dohrtiy] (Dorothy) , with a [t] replacing the [9] in each 

case. Although occurrences of [t] for [9] in initial posi-

tion are rare, one junior high school girl pronounced thing 

as [tirj] • 

The voiced dental spirant is frequently dropped and is 

sometimes replaced by a voiced stop. This practice is wide-

spread and occurs in the speech of most of the informants. 

(25) deleted /8/: 

a. this [is] 

b. that' s jae ts] 

c. up there (aP er] 

d. that [ae t] 

(26) d for /&/: 

a. there [der] 

b • then [dinj 
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c. the [da], [dî F] 

d. they [de;£) 

e. that' s [dae s] 

f. with them [widem] 

Another substitution in the speech of younger children is 

the voiced labio-dental spirant for /$/ in intervocalic 

position, causing brother to be pronounced [brAve] . 

Devoicing 

Several linguists have noted a pattern of devoicing of 

final obstruents in Black English, §nd this characteristic 

is exhibited sporadically in the speech of several inform-

ants of the Dallas area. Devoicing is apparent in the pro-

nunciation of [sekantj for second and [diysayditj for 

decided,, Another informant gave the plural for stove as 

[stowf s] . 

Special Problems 

Several forms which occur in Dallas Black English con-

stitute a linguistic puzzle because they violate earlier 

principles observed in the dialect, It* s, that1s, and 

what1s are among those forms. They characteristically have 

the stop deleted. It's is [is] , that's is either [&aesj or 

[dae s} , and what' s is typically [hWAs] or [hwas] . Appar-

ently the contraction rule applies first, forming that1s 

(or it's, or what1s), and then the first consonant is 
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deleted, reversing the pattern of final /s/ deletion in 

clusters noted above. One informant deleted the full 

cluster is what1s, giving [hwa]. 

The past tense forms of the verb start present another 

problem in phonology. The usual pronunciation for the young 

informants is [stDhrd] or [stard] . Apparently the final 

voiceless stop in the cluster jrfc is deleted before the past 

tense marker is added, making the phonetic form of the suffix 

[d] , not [id] . In a characteristically r-less dialect, why 

the [r] remains is a problem. Older informants with more 

education tend to add the [id] suffix and delete the [r] : 

[sta:tid] . 

The plural of desk is another word which offers some 

difficulty. Words ending in the cluster sk become hard to 

pronounce when a suffix is added: desks, asks, asked. 

Three obstruents in one cluster requires conscious effort. 

Young black speakers tend to delete the final velar conso-

nant first, leaving the [s] as the final element, then add 

the plural suffix which then takes the form of [iz] : 

[desiz] . 

However, aside from the few anomalies cited (for which 

this investigator claims to have no explanation), most of 

the phonological features of Dallas Black English have been 

found as features of Black English in other dialects. Loss 

of final obstruent in two-obstruent and sonorant-obstruent 
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clusters before a word beginning with a vowel is one of 

these features, which is not characteristic of Standard 

English or of other non-standard varieties. Presence of an 

underlying cluster seems apparent, however, for a full 

cluster is sometimes realized in stressed position and is 

pronounced sporadically by several informants in other cases. 

Whether the final consonant is morphologically significant 

seems irrelevant to the consistency of the pattern. A final 

consonant following a vowel sometimes elides in the dialect, 

especially among young speakers, though the phenomenon is 

not consistent and has free variation among speakers. Loss 

of post-vocalic liquids is also typical in the dialect, a 

feature characteristic of some Southern dialects as well. 

Young children (up to nine years old) sometimes substitute 

a voiceless labio-dental spirant for the voiceless dental 

spirant in final or in inter-vocalic position. Older 

speakers often replace the [e] sound in with with a [t] , 

giving [wit]. In all speakers the voiced dental spirant is 

often deleted, giving [is] and [ae t] for this and that; fre-

quently the spirant is replaced by a voiced stop to give 

[din] and [dsj (or [dî O ) for then and the. Devoicing of 

final obstruents is another pattern which is exhibited spo-

radically in the pronunciation of some informants, though 

the pattern does not appear to be uniform. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The data reveal that both syntactical and phonological 

differences exist between the grammar of Standard English 

and that of Dallas Black English. Many of these differences 

are shared by non-standard white speakers as well, whereas 

others are restricted specifically to Black English. The 

data of this study for the most part corroborate findings 

about Black English in other sections of the country. 

Most of the phonological features of Dallas Black Eng-

lish have been found as characteristics of Black English in 

other studies. Loss of final obstruent in two-obstruent and 

sonorant-obstruent clusters even before a word beginning 

with a vowel is one of these features. This phenomenon is 

not typical of Standard English or of other non-standard 

varieties. The underlying cluster is sometimes realized in 

the surface form in stressed position, however. Wolfram 

(1971:151+) found no underlying cluster for some black chil-

dren in his Lexington study in words with _s + stop clusters. 

None of the informants of this study consistently deleted 

the final consonant in every occurrence. Whether the final 

consonant is morphologically significant seems irrelevant 

to the consistency of the pattern. Absence of the past 
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tense ED marker has been cited as a pattern common in Black ; 

English. The data of this study show that cluster-final /d/ 

(or /t/) is deleted in the dialect regardless of whether it 

represents the ED suffix. 

A final consonant following a vowel sometimes elides, 

especially among younger speakers, though again, the phenom-

enon does not occur in the speech of all informants nor con-

sistently in the speech of any one speaker. It may thus be 

said to exhibit both dialectal and idiolectal free variation. 

Loss of post-vocalic liquids is also characteristic of 

the dialect. .R-lessness is a pervasive pattern of Dallas 

Black English, and the general absence of post-vocalic /I/ 

in the speech of many blacks affords additional evidence that 

some forms of uninflected be result from deletion of the con-

tracted remnant of will. 

The initial voiced dental spirant (as in they, that) 

is subject to two kinds of deformation in this dialecto Some-

times it is deleted, and at other times it is replaced by a 

voiced stop. Devoicing of final obstruents is another pho-

nological pattern exhibited sporadically by some informants. 

Syntactic features of the dialect shared by many white 

speakers are lack of agreement between subject NP's and pred-

icatives, double negatives, the use of ain't as a negative 

marker, and the use of done with the adverbial meaning of 

"already." Furthermore, like many non-standard dialects, 

Dallas Black English tends to have only two phonetically 
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distinct principal parts for verbs (e.g., go/went/went, come/ 

come /come or come/came/came). as opposed to the three-place 

principal parts exhibited by a number of irregular verbs in 

Standard English. 

Some features associated specifically with Black English 

are occurrences of do + be_ in non-imperative sentences; the 

absence of Z suffix forms in verbs such as have, do, and say; 

presence of Z_ suffix forms with first person singular sub-

jects; and an _it is_ variant of the expletive there is. 

A syntactic feature which is restricted to Black English 

is the be-less sentence which represents a deleted _is, as in 

She _a little girl. The be-less sentence occurs in a variety 

of syntactic environments: (1) before predicate nominatives, 

(2) before predicate adjectives, (3) before adverbial phrases, 

(Ij.) before verb + ING, and (£) before gonna "going to." 

Wolfram (1971:151) attributes sentences such as They nice by 

white speakers to the deletion of £rj, a characteristic of 

Southern speech, noting that sentences such as He nice do 

not occur in the speech of whites.. In Dallas Black English, 

be-less sentences occur regularly when are would be the ex-

pected form as well as when jis would be expected to appear 

in Standard English. Apparently the absence of forms of be 

in black speakers cannot be attributed solely to jr-deletion. 

Labov's general rule—which specifies that wherever Standard 

English can contract, Black English can delete is and are; 
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and wherever Standard English cannot contract, Black English 

cannot delete ijs, and are—is borne out in this study. In tag-

sentence test items which called for a form of be_ in clause-

final position (I know + Pronoun + be), the informants sup-

plied the appropriate forms, showing that the underlying forms 

had been contracted and deleted, e.g., She here, I know 

Another speech characteristic which is quite common in 

Dallas Black English is the uninflected be pattern. It will 

be recalled from Chapter II that in General American English, 

the word be occurs only in three syntactic environments: 

(1) after the infinitive marker jto 

(2) after do in imperative sentences 

(3) after a modal 

In Black English, however, be_ occurs not only in the syn-

tactical environments listed above, but in other instances 

as wello Pasold (1969) has maintained that the source for 

uninflected in these other instances is two-fold. One 

source is phonological (following Labov), with occurrences 

attributable to the deletion of the contracted remnants of 

will and would, resulting in sentences such as He be there 

tomorrow and He be mad if he knew that. Informants of this 

study supplied the underlying will or would in responses to 

test items which called for a sentence of the type JE know + 

Pronoun + AUX, as in He be_ there tomorrow, I know . 
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Many white speakers of both Standard English and of non-

standard varieties also have this characteristic colloqui-

ally, as in I_ be right back. The data show that the /I/ and 

/d/ of will and would is deleted with verbs other than be_ as 

well, further evidence that this source is valid for many 

occurrences of uninflected be. Like Fasold, I find other 

instances of uninflected be, however, which cannot be ex-

plained phonologically. For example, in response to the 

question How big are the puppies? an informant's reply was 

They be this big {measuring with his hands). This particular 

usage of be has no equivalent in Standard English nor in non-

standard white varieties, colloquial or otherwise. 

To account for the phenomenon, Stewart (1967:L(.̂ 3) asserts 

that the verb system of Black English has a dominance of as-

pect over tense as do many creole languages. His habitual-be 

hypothesis, with which Fasold concurs, seems valid in account-

ing for other occurrences of uninflected be in Dallas Black 

English. This particular meaning occurred frequently in the 

speech of the informants of this study. In a pseudo-test ad-

ministered, informants selected sentences with uninflected 

be and adverbs of frequency rather than those sentences with-

out the adverbs. Informal conversation supplied many other 

examples as well, as in Every morning when I_ get up. they be 

gone and I never be without my knife. The uninflected be 

sentence seems to be a pattern which persists regardless of 

the education of the speaker. The first sentence above is 
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by a ten-year-old speaker, and the second is by a forty-five-

year-old man with a master's degree plus one year's post-

graduate work. Still other instances of uninflected be_ 

contain no surface adverb of frequency, but the habitual 

meaning or idea of constancy, of stability, or of permanence 

is apparent. For example, notice the sentences below from 

the corpus of data. 

(I4.) My father be dead and be went to heaven. 

(5) I be a need of some help. 

(6) My husband be sick when I left home this morning. 

(7) It seems like my head still be under water. 
This water be too cold, (co-ed in swimming class) 

Pasold (1969:775)# seeing no need to posit a special gram-

matical apparatus for Black English, would account for the 

phenomenon by permitting be to appear in main verb phrases 

without tense. He believes that be_ occurrences derive from 

the same lexical item, not from two separate lexical items. 

As stated in Chapter 1, one purpose of this disserta-

tion has been to account for the use of the copula by 

speakers of Black English in the Dallas metropolitan area 

within the theoretical framework of transformational-

generative grammar. This task has now been completed except 

for three phenomena: the occurrence of the Z_ suffix on 

present tense verb forms when subjects are not third person 

singular (I_ puts it on and Different things comes on the 
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channels); instances of suffixless (or uninflected) be for 

which will/would deletion cannot account; and the co-occurrence 

of do_ and be in non-imperative sentences. 

To account for the first of these phenomena, I propose 

that, in the grammar of speakers in this dialect, the rule 

creating the present tense suffix is an optional rule. In 

other words, Rule (T-19) (VERBAL SUFFIX) must be changed so 

that it is optionally blocked whenever the stem is marked 

-PAST. The rule would furthermore be modified so that the 

features FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, AND PL would no longer be 

copied from the stem to the suffix. Thus the rule would have 

the following shape. 

(8) 0 +SUF / X +v 
L p«J / ~ _Pi 

Condition: If PAST is rule is optional. 
(: = PAST, FIN, ING, EN, en. 

The lexical entry for Z_ would still be marked as +SUF, +FIN, 

-PAST, +THIRD, -PL. However, since the syntactic segment 

which would result from the optional application of this 

rule in the present would be marked only +SUF +FIN -PAST, 

lexical insertion would not be impeded and the formative /z/ 

would be added by LEXICAL INSERTION. Thus, in this dialect, 

the Z suffix optionally functions as a present tense marker, 

regardless of the person and number of the subject NP. 

Notice that, in addition to accounting for such forms as 
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I -puts it on and Different things comes on the channels, it 

also offers a syntactic explanation for the absence of Z in 

such sentences as He stay in Dallas. 

Another unsolved problem is the occurrence of suffix-

less be_ in sentences where elision of will or would does not 

suffice as an explanation. Of the three environments where 

the grammar of English regularly permits occurrences of the 

word bej the modal approach seems to afford the most insight-

ful explanation for this phenomenon. Since all experts on 

suffix-less be_ cited in Chapter III agree that the difference 

between He sick and He bê  sick is essentially aspectual, and 

since modals typically express aspects of modality, this ap-

proach seems viable. Therefore, I assume that the grammar of 

English contains a subcategorization rule which would offer 

the following choices for modals, 

(9) 

+M — > 

+can 
(+habit) 
+may 
+must 
+shall 
+will 

in which the modal habit (for habitual) is an option, perhaps 

restricted to certain dialects. An AUX containing the fea-

ture +habit would now be formally marked as +M, with the 

result that AUX INCORPORATION would be blocked. Furthermore, 

since the AUX is marked +M, it would be also marked -APP, 

which would prevent the AFFIX rule from shifting affixal 
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features from the deleted AUX into the main verb following. 

Thus, the sentence He stay there all the time now would re-

sult, there "being no Z suffix added by a later VERBAL SUFFIX 

rule. Finally, since the lexicon contains no entry marked 

+habit, the AUX node, by a late pruning convention, would be 

deletedo 

One of the attractive features of this approach is that 

it provides two different explanations for two features 

common in Black English: suffix-less be and lack of Z suffix 

on present-tense verbs. Both now have a purely phonological 

explanation plus a syntactic explanation. In other words, 

the following paradigm of Ẑ -less forms and suffix-less be 

would hold for Black English (placed in columns to indicate 

the source of the feature): 

(10) Phonological loss of Use of +habit "Modal" 

final /z/ 

He stay here. He stay here all the time. 

(Cf. SE He stays here.) (Cf. He could stay here . . .) 

He staying here. He be staying here all the 
time. 

(Cf. SE He is staying 
here.) (Cf. He could be staying . 0 .) 

Finally, with the abstractification of deep structures now tak-

ing place in transformational-generative theory, we would expect 

the pseudo-modal +habitual to be represented in the presenten-

tial segment. All dialects of English—perhaps all languages — 
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may have this feature as a linguistic universal option, and 

Standard English may simply find other means for expressing 

the same meaning conveyed by the structure. Though it is 

still premature to tell precisely how this abstract feature 

is to be represented in the deepest or semantic structure, 

this approach permits the retention of the idea that all 

dialects of English have the same underlying structure, dif-

fering only in how certain options are exercised and in 

various low-level phonological rules. The ever-present fact 

that Black English and other varieties of English are mu-

tually intelligible, as long as there is a will to under-

stand, seems to offer the best empirical evidence for the 

validity of this position. 

The other outstanding problem has to do with the co-

occurrence of do and be_ in non-imperative sentences and the 

general failure of do to occur with Z_ suffix. The examples 

below exhibit the patterns. 

(11) I don't be trying to use it Ĵ mari juanaj. 

(12) They don't always be right. 

(13) Sometimes he do. 

(llj.) Sometimes it do pretty good. 

(15) He live here, I know he do. 

Notice that the Standard English equivalent of (iLj.) would be 

He lives here, I_ know he does, where the Z form of do appears 

by a general rule0 That is, since do_ is simply a non-modal 
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auxiliary verb, it takes the Z_ suffix like other verbs and 

non-modals in Standard English. However, the failure of Z. 

suffix here strongly suggests that do in Dallas Black English 

is functioning as a modal auxiliary. If this is the case, 

it turns out to be a much simpler kind of grammar than that 

posited for Standard English in Chapter II. There it was 

necessary to mark the AUX segment -do. This particular 

feature would later, under certain syntactic conditions, be 

switched to +do, which would then permit the insertion of the 

lexical item do into the segment, accounting for its appear-

ance in He doesn' t smoke, Does he smoke, and He smokes, 1_ know 

he does. If, however, do is treated as a modal, peculiar to 

Black English, it would no longer be necessary to mark the AUX 

negatively for the feature -do. Now the deep structure of the 

syntactic segment AUX is considered in detail, as it would be 

marked in Standard English and in Black English, the former 

segment here being reproduced from Figure 2 in Chapter II. 

(16) Standard English 

+AUX 
-AFF 
Tdo 
±EMPH 
+PIN 
iPAST 

[-v] 
+M 
+V 

/+can 
)4may / 
/-tmust s 
]+shall( 
(+willJ 

Black English 

+AUX 
-APP 
±EMPH 
+PIN 
±PAST 

- +M 
+V 

i^can \ +habit) 

ffiSt 
+shall 
+willJ 
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This approach seems to offer the simplest and most insight-

ful method for dealing with these complex phenomena. 

This concept of the structure of the AUX segment in 

Black English, which is novel in the literature on the sub-

ject, must be viewed as highly tentative. As explained in 

Chapter II, there is great uncertainty within the field of 

generative grammar precisely how deep structures are to be 

represented. Therefore, while the scheme seems to offer a 

viable and insightful way of explaining a wide variety of 

surface phenomena, its acceptance must await verification 

through more detailed study of the matter than the scope of 

the present dissertation permits. 



APPENDIX A 

SPECIMEN FIELD RECORDS: SYNTACTIC 

In the following syntactic transcription, ordinary 

orthography is used, with phonetic transcription offered 

only occasionally for clarity,. 

Group I: College Students 

AD: "But I'm glad I did go to the school that I went to be-
cause I don't jown) know where I'd be right now if I 
didn't —hadn'to I mean, the coach up there had a lot 
of influence on me," 

[You liked him?] 

AD: "Think he's [iyz] the best man I ever known." 

MT: "Yeah, he all righto Just like a daddy to us0" 

RW: "He the first one at that police station last night 

AD: "He's p.yz] a good man, good Christian man." 

jlie's white?] 

AD: "Yepo" 

RW: "He's quite a guy, though." 

MT: "He straighten you out." 

AD: "It be different but all the long-hairs, all the hip-
pies, dirty and filthy and everything, they [the police] 
don't say nothing to them. They take all the athletes 
up there and lock them up, put them in jail, you know, 
charge them twenty-five dollars [dall^z] to get out. 
That's what's [>aes hwas] bad, you know. Then they 
outside rapping to my uncle and all them, telling them 
about how they want everything. I got teed off because 

11+3 
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Uncle Dooley rapping to them gray dudes and they was 
telling them about the system in general and trying to 
straighten them out and trying to get them on the law's 
side, while the law got four brothers locked up inside 
on some charges that hadn't really been brought up 
against them0 

"It happen on several occasions, because, you know, 
the black guys and the white girls, they associate with 
each other real well and they get along and some of the 
black guys date the white girls and the gray dudes, you 
know, they don't like thato They can't do anything 
about it but just, you know, harass them and cause 
little problems and try to —and the police, they in 
the same situation because, just like you say, every 
time you turn a corner, they think you one of the guys 
that going out with white girls and they got to stop 
you and check you and, you know, 0 o • " 

MT: "Ask you all them questions<," 

AD: "Yeah." 

MT: "Ask me do I go —do I like to go out with white girls, 
I say, 'Yes sir [jyessh] , I like to go out with all 
women.' I said, 'Don't you like to go out with them?' 
And there [erl he was0" 

RW: "Didn't say nothing?" 

MT: "Didn't say nothing." 

[A question posed early in an interview which brought no 

real response was, "How do you like school here at 

Why do the blacks all gather in one or two corners of the 

lounge to talk instead of mixing with whites?" (The student 

lounge has alcoves with couches along the walls.) After 

warming up, one informant re-introduced the question.J 

EC: "I'd like to say something about these little old 
groups that be carrying around downstairs. Reason why 
I think that they go in them corners to talk, they 
just be rapping about everyday things. We'll be in-
volved because we know each other or something like 



that, and we understand each other so that's why we be 
off in those little corners rapping with each other. 
And I don't think there would be too many other people 
interested or nothing like thato Because, really, just 
be talking about what been going on yesterday or some-
thing like that." 

LH: "The average white that's pSaes] going to school now be 
trying —well, I don't know whether they are trying to 
be in the know possibly . 0 0 • 

"History teachers express what the average Negro or 
black know is right, but I believe that they express it 
too much in class, you know0 The average black know it 
but they try to drill it in." 

[what are you talking about? Trying to drill what?J 

AS: "Oh, you know, like KKK, Jim Crow laws, " o o 

LH: "There's several, like, they be talking and then you 
might have a white in class and he'll keep pushing the 
[diy] issue, like why the South was doing this0 Every-
one know why the South was doing it: they wanted to 
have slaves. It'll be brought up in a discussion, but 
they push the issue. Seem like they want to drill on 
that one subject for a whole class." 

[why do you think they do that?J 

LH: "I don't know. Well, I know it's [is] in the book and 
it's [is]] true, but • . ." 

AS: "I don't mind . . ." 

LH: "I don't mind listening to it, but the average black in 
school already knows. Well, when they say it, I don't 
put my head down, you know, but the average one, just a 
freshman, is conscious that the majority of the class 
is white. Like most of my classes, X be one, sometimes 
I be the only one in there, especially at UTA, and they 
put their head down, you know, when an instructor start 
talking about how the blacks were doing. It's just 
right, but when they do that, I believe that that make 
the average black student back up, you loiow, don't want 
to express his self in class." 

AS: "I don't mind discussing it, but I don't like discussing 
it if somebody's going to really push the [diy| issue, 
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you know* And then, too, you know, you got instructors 
that, you know, every day, Negro this, Negro that, try-
ing to prove this to you, you know, that they really 
like you; every time looking around, they saying Negro 
this, Negro that, saying something good, but those are 
the ones that the Negroes look down on right there, 
"because really it's pushing it too much, you know, 
really trying to prove too much, I mean, you don't 
have to go way out of your way to prove nothing to me„ 
You know, I can see it for myself whether you like me 
or not," 

EJ: "What I'm saying is that, admittedly, sometimes we don't 
like the way that we're taught—I agree with that—hut 
the important thing is that we be taught and we don't 
want to forget that we need to be taught whether we like 
it or not: that's the most important thing," 

LH: "Well, I know it's [is] most important, , , ," 

EJ: "It overrides everything else." 

LH: "Well, it was a Negro school, a black school, ah, they 
would accept it if it [fit] was a black instructor giving 
it to them," 

EJ: "We tried that once before, and it didn't work because 
we didn't get enough, seemingly, and so the educational 
system was not to everybody's approval when it was all 
black. There were a lot of things that we were never 
taught in class. . . 

Group II: Adults with High School or Less Education 

EC: "That one [red light] stopped me, too. I was in the 
right lane. He [driver of other car] kind of hesi-
tatedo . . . I's Caysz] stunned, I's jayaz] just gonna 
stay there and wait. He [a bystander] say, 'You must of 
didn't see that light.' He [driver of other car] say he 
was lost, a man way off lost. He wasn't [wAd*nt] in-
tending to run the light. He say he wouldn't affect my 
insurance. . • <, They gonna pay the doctor? 

CS: "He the same age I am. I been working for the city as 
a auto mechanic. I don't run no shop. I got a car I 
race after that [aet] yellow belly. I looks for — I be 
looking for a job. I work for my grandfather, too. 
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See, he do landscape, landscape work, cut yards, work 
flower beds, stuff like that,," 

AT: "Some days it [injured ankle] do pretty good. I didn't 
wear my back brace,, I just be sitting around the house, 
I puts it on, takes it off." 

Group III: Children 6-9, 10-12, 13-16 

9-year-old: "I was over to her house, and me and her two 
sisters and my other cousin named [neym] Cheryl, we 
were outside; she say, 'I see a spider!' We was in a 
line and we was --we were running." 

6-year-old: "They was talking all about that stuff; I 
dreamed about that, and I mean I peed all in my bed»" 

10-year-old: "He got up and say, 'Come on, I'm all right0' 
His back was all skinned up [skin Ap] and he couldn't 
be running, o . » They let all the other peoples off 
the airplane. My auntie say, 'She walking so stiff. 
What's [hwas} wrong with her?' I say 'Mama, you was 
scared, wasn't [wAdsntJ you?' She kept saying, 'You all 
right ?'" 

{Do your mother and daddy say anything about the way you wear 
your hair or your clothes?] 

l5-year-old girl: "I have a feud with my parents every night 
about the way I wear my pants [paent] . They want me to 
wear them up to my ankles and I hate it!" 

15>-year-old boy: "That's it! 0*aes it] She say I want you 
to buy some blue jeans, and they came about right there, 
but I didn't like them because when you wash them, they 
be right there. And I don't like them." 

11+-year-old girl: "You have to buy them oversize." 

15-year-old boy: "Yeah, they just shrink up; they be all up 
on your ankle—might as well have knickers if you gonna 
wear something like that." 
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SPECIMEN FIELD RECORDS: PHONOLOG-ICAL 

The following transcription records only phonetic seg-

ments o In view of the present uncertainties involved in the 

method of describing intonational contours and their theoret-

ical status in language (see Chomsky and Halle 1968:329), 

intonation is ignored completely, the option of using the 

discredited Smith-Trager system being rejected. However, 

since the absence of any form of juncture makes the tran-

scriptions difficult to read, ordinary marjcs of punctuation 

have been used with their usual force. Thus, the period, 

comma, question mark, exclamation point, and dash (the last 

to mark breaks and false starts) have been used throughout„ 

Also, for the sake of clarity, forms which might be obscure 

are given in parentheses in ordinary orthography. Basically, 

the system of transcription used is that described in Chap-

ter Two. Occasionally when the data require more precise 

specification, standard IPA symbols are used in this form: 

IPAQ • -]0 

Group I: College Students 

RW: hwAt riliy meyd miy maed—siy, hwin ah firs wohkt awt— 

owkey, hihrz fowa gayz biytin Ap wan av may bes frinz, 

aen firs ©ae^ (ranging from ipa[®£T!3] t o [®a®Tol^ ^ 

llj.8 
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9aet]k—it down iyvan rileyt ta miy hihra fow: gayz 

biytin Ap may bes frin—firs 9ae^ ah 9aei]k sbawt iz, 

maen, ah keyn sfowrd ts git in it; dediy (Daddy) haefte 

k/\m Ap to 3d $eyl haws in get miy awt, in ah now haw 

may faSa iz, bikohz hiy gat ̂  bae d Andsstaendin, aen 

39 firs 9aerj hiy gowns sey iz, 'yuw sudna bin Ap 5eha.T 

sow far d minit freha, ah jss stud awt sv it, ah wen 

awt an ah sta:tid td Anpaylam 3 Xitd bit. ah towl^m— 

ayz telin, mowsliy tohkin—'if yuw gowns fayt, let WAII 

fayt,' aen #ey wuddn hihr 3"aet; sow ah jas startid 

swaeijin tuw! hwin powliys keym, w-a ya now, ah stap0 

aen o kApIa gayz kep faytin, sow ey tuk oh -oh, wel, 

<Jey tuk oh brAifez eksep miy aen nipiy (Nippy) aen may 

XiX brA^d in. £ey tuk oh 9$ bXaek gayz in» 5 ey put d 

kApXd Sd hwayt gayz in to kah:. ah wsz iytin piytsa 

hwin to stAf sta:tid, sow ah win baek in to piytsain 

(Pizza Inn) in set dawn» hwin ah win baek awt, 93 

powXiysmaen haed gohn srawn to bXak—tuk to hwayt gayz 

rawn to bXak, siy--keym baek, aen Xet Sim awt baek aet 

piytsain (Pizza Inn). 

Group II: AduXts with High School or Less Education 

TR: ah Xiv hihr tuw yirz„ ah kAm frAm nDh:0pohko ah bin 

awta skuwX foh 3 yir naw, Xukin foh SAm kayns treynin 

prowgr^m ts git in--Iayk weXdin oh: heviy kwipmant 

apareyts—sAmpsn Xayk <Taet0 ah bin own Xow peyin jab, 
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bAstoy, powtd, layk taet — Sowz tayp jabz. lawk yuw 

sey, if ahkiq i*1 5 treyd, ah Xayk taduw 

dae t • 

x-

EC: ah waz own ^ laed^; it sta:tid fohlin. it WJZ SAHI 

piyp-31 BehZ, gey kaehid xPAEk<aeA:IC0 m i y a w t i n 

hohlo ah bin ohfad 5 powtdrin jab. 

Group III: Children 6-9, 10-12, 13-16 

9-year-old: hiy didan haev now siyts (in his car), aen hiy 

w^ gowin sow faeso siy sey, 'ah bet siyz skArda in 

<Saet aemildnts wi 5aet maen bikohz siy now maen,' 

aen siy sey, 'bikohz hiy gow sow faes, yuw Qae^k yuw 

gowin tuw 8 2 muwn!' 

9-year-old: wiy WQZ in kah:, aen 9* maen tfaet hae paest 

awt, wi, hiz koh: --hiy WAZ ril tohl--aen hiz siyts WAR 

wey baek, aen siy haed ts sit baek aen drayv layk fraet. 

ah w^z sitin dawn in <Sd siyt wi hAh aen, maen, wiy w^ 

gowin faest! aet maen frAm i* fay:^ dipohtmint, maen, 

hiy Wiz gohn, aen wiy haed tu kaec Ap wi him, aen hwin 

wiy gat tu haws, siy sey, 'ahm gownd res; ahm tay:d0' 

(tired) 

6-year-old: lemiy tel yuw sAm9in0 may br*** w^z pleyin 

futbih, hiy browk hiz --hiy browk --hiy bAstid hiz IUA — 

mAsdlz, aen hiy haed tuw gow tuw haspitd tuw get it 

aparey, aen hiy haed Sis ah:m ©eyrj--
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9 - y e a r - o l d : i t waz WAn a <Jowz Qaei]z hwat yuw h a e f t a haev 

arawn yuwa: weys, a s leyr j sow yuwa: ah:m kud s tey Ap. 

-St. *£. 

A A ic 

10-year -o ld : ah woz tDhkin aen ah WAdan sapows tuw duw. 

s iy :>hweyz ye ld aet c i l d r i n . s i y ahwey di7 0ow pehnsalz 

aetam. s iy didan neva ©row pehnsalz ae t miy. 

Jwho was your f a v o r i t e teacher?^ 

may fis?s greyd t i y c a 0 ah ownt now, ah j&s laykt har 

be ta tfaen ohl may t i y £ a z , koh s iy wa nay : s ! aen s iy 

Dhlwey, ev r iy tahm a ha l i dey kAm Ap, s iy haeva big 

p a : t i y . s iyaz n a y : s . 

** 4\ *SC 

10-yea r -o ld : ah haehva l o h s : a tuw© in sow lJh»]. l a e s tahm 

ah did ah ga t f i t i y n s i n t s . wAn tahm ah g a t a k w o h t a . 

[Do you make a wish when you e a t chicken 

now, mam, ah down nevar get da p u l i y bown; may brA?a 

^hweyz ge t i t . 

[Does he make a wish?J 

sAmtahmz h iy duw. h iy pul i t , aen 3^ WAn Ava get i d 

s o h : t i s t get 2Fa wis , aen 2a wun get lohrjgis b iy 

maer i t f i r s . 

i\ "SC 7C* 

lJ?-year-old: i d i s ( i t ' s j u s t ) r id ikuwlas ! ah kaenat s taen 

•̂a bluwz! 

l l j . -year-old: yuw now, tfey ai i j in abawt p iyps l —layk jaeksan 

f ay^v . 
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Xj?-year~oXd: daes mowsXiy bAbd gAiti. 

Qtfhat's bubble gum?J 

it down haevd biyt tuw it; it ohwey gat — i t gat — i s 

hah:d t3 difayn. 

Xij.-year-oXd: yuw now da ahcciyz? yuw now dd ahrciy? hiy 

saerj'sug'd suga' as n ;>hX — 2 a e s bAb^ gAm myuwsiko 

X5-year-oXd: dey mow b/\bsl g/\m »aen sowX<, it iz! 

u 
VV A A 

X£-year-oXd: 2 d speys 9eyrj eyn now big ©eyrjnow mow 0 

Xli.-year-oXd: sow eynt! 

X5>-year-oXd: is pleniy taiim ta gow tuw da rauwn, bAt cuw 

now, dey ohti mes wit da big prabXamz firs, aenin gow 

Ap der aen sta:t meykin prabXamz *p der. 

Xlj.-year-oXd: is ^hrediy 2 Xohs d mAniy 0 ey Xef d 9riy 

miyin daXa gohf ka:t Ap ar aen abawt d fohtiy WAn 

miyan daXd — h W A t e v ^ dey kahX daet dAm Xukin ©aerj ̂ p 

der. 

X^-year-oXd: yuw pey^m wi daet; down yuwz mah mAniy. dey 

kud biy hepin miy wit dd m/miy dawn hihr ah givz dem„ 



APPENDIX C 

AGE, EDUCATION, AND OCCUPATION OP ADULT INFORMANTS 

WHO PILLED OUT BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE 

Inf. Sex Education Occupation 

RC M 30 Ph.Do community college counselor 
CD M M, »Ed. + 1 yr0 college athletics coach 
AD M 20 3 yrso coll. college junior 
RW M 18 2 yrso coll. college sophomore 
MC M 19 2 yrso coll. college sophomore 
JC M 19 2 yrso coll. college sophomore 
LH M 24 2 yrso collo college sophomore (Vietnam vet0) 
WJ M 19 1 yr. coll. college freshman and parking 

lot attendant 
EH M 29 1 yr. collo salesman 
WJ M 18 ho s. college freshman 
EC M 18 h. s o college freshman 
TC P 19 h o s. college freshman 
MV P 18 h.s. college freshman 
WC M 21 hoSo college freshman (Vietnam veto) 
LB M 23 hoSo college freshman and carpenter 

2l\. 
(Vietnam veto) 

AS M 2l\. h. s o college freshman and mainte-

EJ 
nance worker (Vietnam vet.) 

EJ M 33 h o s o college freshman and post 

II 

CS M 18 h.s. 
TR M 19 h.s. 
HH P 23 h.s. 
DC P 28 h. s. 
JK M 29 h.s. 
OY P 29 h.s. 
SK P 29 h o s o 
VW P 29 10 yrs. 
MC P 30 10 yrs. 

unemployed 
unemployed 
secretary 
housekeeper 
apt. house asst. manager 
cook 
housewife 
housewife 
cafeteria cook 

15>3 
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APPENDIX C—Continued 

Info Sex Age Education Occupation 

JK M 30 10 yrs. janitor 
HB M 8 yrs. truck driver 
EC M 50 8 yrso construction worker 
AT M 8 yrs0 construction worker 



APPENDIX D 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE 

(Please print) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

AGE 

PHONE 

EDUCATION _ 

BIRTHPLACE 

OCCUPATION 

LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN OTHER PLACES: 

PLACE 

PLACE 

PLACE 

YEARS 

YEARS 

YEARS 

Birthplace of father 

Birthplace of mother 

Occupation of father 

Occupation of mother 

Education of father 

Education of mother 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

15£ 



APPENDIX E 

SAMPLE TEST A 

Name Date 

can't she 
Ex. A. She can sing, ? 

Bo She can't play, can she ? 

Co He can walk, I know c a n 

She played nice, 

2. He been there before, I know 

3<> She here, I know 

]|. He gonna go, I know 

He be here pretty soon, I know 

6. You going to get in trouble, I know 

7# My brother, he bigger than you, I know he 

8. He be here, he? 

9o She a good girl, she? 

10o He saw that movie before, I know 

lie He live in Dallas, he? 

lj?6 



APPENDIX F 

SAMPLE TEST B 

Circle the number of the sentence that sounds best to you.. 

Ex. Ao lo Carol is my boyfriend. 
20 Carol is my girlfriend. 

A. I. Mary broke his own finger. 
2, Mary broke her own finger. 

B. 1. He has been here for a long time» 
2. He has been here right now. 

Co 1. I'm going to school yesterday. 
2. I'm going to school tomorrow. 

D. 1. Every morning when I get up, they be gone., 
20 Every morning when I get up, they gone. 

E. 1. She is working for a long time. 
2. She is working right now. 

Po lo He there right nowc 
2. He be there right now. 

G. 1. Bill hurt his own toec 
20 Bill hurt her own toeB 

H. I. We just be up there every day not doing anythingo 
2. We just up there every day not doing anything. 

I. lo Carol said that he was a bad boy. 
2. Carol said that he was a bad girlo 

J. 1. We be rapping about different things. 
2o All the time we be rapping about different things. 

Ko lo He living here right now. 
2. He live here right now. 

L. I. If somebody got in trouble, whether they be black or 
white, we'd help them. 

2. If somebody got in trouble, whether they black or 
white, we'd help them. 

157 
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APPENDIX P—Continued 

Mo lo My little brother cry babies0 
20 My little brother a cry baby0 

No lo She nice sometimeso 
2. She be nice sometimes, 

Oo lo They gone to the store. 
2. They be gone to the store. 

Po lo Mickey Mouse was a great baseball player» 
2o Mickey Mantle was a great baseball player» 
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